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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is surprising how intimately automorphism groups of virtually free 
groups of finite rank are related to the equivalence problem for the finitely 
generated subgroups of free groups of finite rank. 
The latter problem originated from Whitehead [16, 17] and was subse- 
quently called the Second Whitehead Problem. It ,asks for an algorithm to 
decide if for any two finitely generated subgroups of a free group of finite 
rank there is an automorphism of that free group sending one onto another 
(and to find sucfi an automorphism if the answer is positive). Whitehead 
himself solved the analogous problem for pairs of cyclic elements in the free 
groups of finite rank (The First Whitehead Problem), but used the "wrong 
complexity" (Gersten) for the second problem. The "right complexity" was 
found by Gersten in 1984, almost half a century later [3]. Meanwhile, 
Whitehead's ideas were simplified (Rapaport [14], Higgins and Lyndon 
[4]). The breakthrough towards expanding the ideas and applying them to 
other related problems was achieved by McCool in 1973-1974 [10, 11]. In 
the later paper McCool used the main Whitehead idea, the so-called Peak 
Reduction Technique, to prove that stabilizers in the automorphism group 
of tuples of cyclic (or ordinary) words in a free group of finite rank are 
finitely presented, and to exhibit an algorithm generating finite presenta- 
tions. The topological significance of this result is that it implies finite 
presentability of the mapping class groups M(n, m) (see [9, pp. 175-177]). 
In addition, McCool's proofs were so natural that once Gersten discovered 
the "right" parameter to work with, he only needed to translate the 
terminology in McCool's proof to get the desired result. Gersten proved 
that stabilizers in the automorphism group of tuples of conjugacy classes of 
finitely generated-subgroups of a free group of finite rank are finitely 
presented. The chain of results towards automorphism groups of virtually 
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free groups of finite rank then goes as follows: first we generalize and 
extend McCool's and Gersten's results by considering stabilizers (in a 
special subgroup of the automorphism group) of some special (conjugacy 
classes of) finitely generated subgroups of free groups of finite rank 
(Theorems 6.1, 6.2, 14.2 and Corollaries 7.2 and 14.3); then we deduce that 
centralizers of finite subgroups of the automorphism groups of free groups of 
finite rank are finitely presented (Theorems A and A'); finally, it follows 
from that, and from a result by McCool [ 12] that the atttomorphism groups 
of virtually free groups of finite rank are finitely presented (Theorem B). We 
point out that the finitely generated part bf the last result was proved by 
Krsti6 ([7], also in [6]), one of the few results we use without giving a 
proof. 
A few lines regarding the organization of this paper. Following the 
preliminary section (Section2) we proceed to derive the main results 
(Sections 3 through 9), postponing the proofs of the technical results 
(LemmasA and B) for the following 3 sections (10, 11, and 12). In 
Section 13 we exhibit an explicit presentation for the centralizers of 
permutational subgroups of the automorphism groups of free. groups of 
finite rank, and in the last section (Section 14) we generalize and extend 
McCool's and Gersten's results on stabilizers. 
This is a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis done at the University of 
Toronto. I thank professor McCool for his guidance and help. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we record our notation and the basic notions required for 
the rest of the paper. 
A graph F is a union of two disjoint sets, the set of edges E= E(F) and 
the set of vertices It"= F(F), together with an involution e ~ ~ (e ~ E, e ~-4) 
and a mapping a: E ~ II. The edge ~ is called the hwerse of the edge e, the 
vertex v = (e)a is the hfftial vertex of the edge e, and (4)a = (e)r  is the 
terminal vertex of the edge e. 
A path p of length n (n >i- 0) in a graph F starting at a vertex v and ending 
at a vertex u is a sequence ~e2-..e,, of edges such that (e~) o-= v, (e,,) a = u 
and, for any i=  1, 2 ..... n -  1, (ei) r=(ei+t)a. We define a path starting at 
a vertex v and of length 0 to be the vertex v itself. If it = v then p is a loop 
at the vertex v. The bnrerse ~ of the path p is the path ~,,~,,_ ~ ..-~,. A graph 
/-" is connected if for every u, v E V(F) there is a path from u to v. Let F and 
F' be two graphs. The graph 1" is a subgraph of the graph I" if 
F(F')  ~ V(F), E(F')~_ E(F), the inverses of the edges in F '  are the same 
as in F, and the incidence functions in F '  are the restrictions of the 
corresponding functions for the graph F. For every e in E(F), the set {e, 4} 
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is called a geometric edge in F. An orientation in I" is a subset of E(F) 
containing exactly one edge from every geometric edge in F. 
The graphs we shall use will all be labeled, as described in the sequel. Let 
S be a set with an involution, denoted s ~ g is ~ S), such that s 4- g for all 
s in S. A graph F is labelled by the elements in the set S if there is a map- 
ping ~b from E(F) to S such that for every e in E(F), we have (~) g, = (e) ~b. 
If e is an edge in F labelled by some s in S (that is, if (e) ~ = s), then we 
say that e is an s-edge. When depicting labelled graphs, we shall (usually) 
indicate the labels of the edges. 
If V' is a subset of the set of vertices of a graph F, then we say that a 
graph F'  is spanned by the set of vertices Iz' in I" if F'  is the biggest 
subgraph of F with V(F') = F'. If E' is a subset of the set of edges of the 
graph F, then a graph F" is spanned by the set of edges E' if F"  is the 
smallest subgraph of F with E(F") = E'. 
Let p =e~e2--.e,, be a path in a graph I: We say that p is reduced if for 
all i=  1, 2 ..... n -1 ,  we have e,.:r 1. If in addition e~ ~-~,,, then the path 
p is cyclically reduced. A circuit at a vertex v in F is a cylically reduced loop 
at v. 
A connected graph with no circuits of length >/1 is called a tree. If it is 
not required to be connected, then it is a forest. 
We shall mainly deal with connected graphs, so. that we shall omit that 
specification: from now on, graphs will be comlected, unless otherwise 
stated. 
Let F be a gral~h and let v~ It(/-'). The pair (F, v) is called a basedgraph 
or, shortly, a b-graph. The rank of the free group n~(F, v) is the number 
1 - 7.(F), where 7.(F) is the Euler characteristic of the graph I 2 
We review some of the elementary properties of coverings of graphs. 
Coverings will be our link between groups to geometry. 
Let H and F be graphs. A graph morphism ~: H--o F is a coverhzg map 
if ~b is locally bijective, i.e., if for every vertex v in V(H) it maps bijectively 
the set of edges in E(II) starting at v to the set of edges in E(F) starting 
at the vertex (v) ~b. If ~b is locally injective, then we say that it is an immer- 
sion. In the case when ~b is a covering map we say that H is a coverhzg 
graph of the graph F. By an abuse of terminology, both H and ~b will be 
called coverings. For any v in V(H), the pair (/7, v) is a based coverhlg or, 
shortly, b-coverhzg of F. 
We now list some known facts, followed by some comments and short 
explanations. Throughout he rest of this section, H and F will denote 
graphs. 
(a) If ~b: (H, v)-', (F, v) is a covering then the induced 
homomorphism ~. : rq(H, v) -o n~(F, v) is a monomorphism. 
In view of (a) we may (and we shall) identify n~(H, v) with the subgroup 
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H= (nl(ll, v)) (3. of n~(F, u). We say that the b-covering (H, v) 
correspond~ to the subgroup H of n~(l, u). A covering H'  of I" corresponds 
to'a subgroup L of hi(F, u) if for some vertex v' in /7', the b-covering 
(H', v') corresponds to L. 
(b) If (k: (H, v) ---) (F, u) is a covering such that (/7, v) corresponds to 
a subgroup H of n~(F, u), then, for every vertex v' in the set (u)~b -~, the 
b-covering (H,v') corresponds to a conjugate H~., of H. The set 
{H~..[ v'~ (u) ~b-'} is the conjugacy class of H in hi(F, u). 
(c) For any subgroup H of the group g~(F, u) there is a covering 
(/7, v) of (F, u) corresponding to it. 
We shall often refer to free groups of finite rank, so it will be convenient 
to fix the notation. From now on, the letter X will denote a finite set 
{x~, x 2 .... , x,,} (n 1> 2) and F will denote the free group, freely generated by 
the set X (denoted F= F(X)). 
X={x~,x2,...,x,,}, n>~2, F= F(X). 
We also adopt a dual notation for the inverses of elements in a group H: 
for h E tt, both h and h- l  denote the inverse of h in tL 
We now confine our attention to coyerings of some special graphs, 
namely to coverings of graphs with a single vertex and finitely many edges 
(which form loops at the vertex). Suppose A is such a graph and with n 
edges. Denote its vertex by * and label its edges by the elements in 
X + =XuX -I. The labelling map then determines an isomorphism from 
nl(A, *) onto the group F. We are interested in the coverings of the graph 
(A, .). Since the labelled b-graph (A, .)  is uniquely determined by X, 
we shall unambiguously by-pass it and say (b-)coverhsg of F meaning 
(based-)covering of (A, .). 
If H is a covering of F and ~b is the corresponding covering map, then 
we label the edges in E(H) as follows: if e is an edge in E(H) and (e)~b is 
the loop in zl labelled by x~ (s E { 1, - 1 }), then we label the edge e by x~.. 
We assume that all coverings of F are labelled in such a way. 
The core of a graph F is the subgraph of F spanned by all the edges in 
E(F) belonging to some cyclically reduced loops in F. We denote it by 
core(F). Note that cores of graphs are connected. 
Cores of coverings of the group F uniquely determine the coverings: once 
we have a core and an immersion, we only need to attach necessary trees 
to get.the covering. 
Suppose (H, v) is a b-covering of F corresponding to a subgroup H of F. 
Then core(H) is a finite graph if and only if the group H is a finitely 
generated.subgroup f F. It is also obvious that core(H) = 17 and/-/ is finite 
if and only if the group H is finitely generated and of finite index in F. 
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3. GENERATORS FOR CENTRALIZERS OF PERMUTATIONAL SUBGROUPS 
Suppose G is a subgroup of the automorphism group Aut F of the free 
group F. Let w be an element in the group F. Denote by wg the image of 
w under the automorphism, g (gE G), by ,.G the group {g~ GI (w) g= w} 
( ,G  is the stabilizer of w in G), and denote by wG the set {wg Ig~ G} (wG 
is the orbit of w in G). If S is a subset of F, we define (S) G, or SG to be 
the set O,,ssG. A subset Z of X is a set of G-orbit representatives of the 
set X if no two elements in Z are in the same G-orbit and if (Z) G = X. 
A subgroup G of the automorphism group Aut'F of the free group F is 
a permutational subgroup of Aut F if there is a base for F such that the 
elements of G effect permutations of that base. 
Suppose G is a permutational subgroup of Aut F effecting permutations 
on X. Consider the centralizer (denoted Auta F) of G in Aut F. Its elements 
are those automorphisms ~ in Aut F for which we have 
(Vg ~ G) cog = gc~. 
We call them G-automorphisms. We proceed to define some special 
G-automorphisms. 
The G-automorphisms which effect permutations of the set X -+ will be 
called extended G-permutations (with respect to'the base X). The set of 
such G-automorphisms will be denoted by EP(X). 
Suppose a, bEX • are such that a• C. bG and aG~_bG. A G-Nielsen 
automorphism (shortly, G-N-automorphism) is the automorphism 
(a + b; b)c defined as follows 
for every g in G, we have ag~ (bg)(ag) (so that ~g~-~ (~g)(bg)); 
x~x for every x in X -+ and not in the set a+-G. 
The conditions a+-q~bG and aGinG imply that (a+b;b)c is a well 
defined automorphism. It follows from its construction that it is indeed a 
G-automorphism. 
If G is the trivial group, then G-N-automorphisms reduce to Nielsen 
automorphisms, which are known to generate the group Aut F (Nielsen 
1-13]; see I-8, 9]). In general, every G-N-automorphism is a composition (in 
any order) of the N-automorphisms (ag + bg; bg), where g is in G and ag 
varies through the G-orbit of the element a. We write 
(a + b; b)c,, = I-I (ag + bg; bg). 
ag c aG 
We denote by-~. , l "  the set of all extended G-permutations and 
G-N-automorphisms. 
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The following generalization of Nielsen's theorem was proved by Krsti6 
([7], also in I-6-1). 
TIIEOREM 3.1 (Krsti6). The centralizer of a permutational subgrottp G of 
the group Aut F is generated b), the set ~JtL 
4. CENTRALIZERS AND STABILIZERS 
We begin our work on the centralizers of (arbitrary) finite subgroups of 
the group Aut F. 
Convention. Throughout the rest of the work we reserve the letter G for 
finite subgroups of the group Aut F. 
Let H be a group. A graph I" is an H-graph if the group tt acts faithfully 
on the graph F as a group of graph automorphisms which do not invert 
edges in F. A b-graph (F, v) is a based H-graph if F is an //-graph and if 
the automorphisms corresponding to the elements of H fix the vertex t,. 
TttEOREM 4.1 (Culler [2, Theorem 4.1 ]). Let G be a finite subgroup of 
the group Aut F. There exists a finite bFsed G-graph (F, *) satisfyhlg 
hi(F, *)'~ F and such that the hi&teed G-action on nI(F, ,)  cohlcides with 
the gh~en G-action on the group F. 
Remark. Culler's Theorem4.1 is valid for all free groups F (not 
necessarily of finite rank), in which case the graph (F, ,)  need not be finite. 
We say that the based graph (F, .)  as in the theorem realizes the action 
of G on F. 
It is obvious that, give/a G, there are infinitely many based graphs 
realizing the action of G on F. We restrict our attention to the reduced 
based G-graphs realizing the action of G on F. A G-graph F (based G-graph 
(F, v)) is G-reduced, or, shortly, reduced, if there is not a G-invariant forest 
in I:  We observe that a G-graph I" is G-reduced if and only if for every 
edge e in E(F) there are elements 1= gt, g2 ..... gk in G, such that, for some 
e2, e3 ..... c, e { 1, - 1 }, we have that e. e*2g2, e*Jg3.., e*kg, is a circuit, 
Each based G-graph realizing the action of G on F may be modified to 
a reduced based G-graph realizing the action of G on F: simply contract o 
a vertex every edge e for which the subgraph spanned by eG is a forest. 
We now turn to Krsti6's result. First we need some notation. 
Thefimdanzental groupoid of a graph F is the set of classes of homotopic 
paths in F, together with concatenation as a partial operation. We denote 
it by H(F)../f  F is a G-graph, then we have an induced action of G on the 
groupoid II(F). In that case we say that II(F) is a G-groupoid. Suppose G 
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is a group and (F, ,)  is a based G-graph. We say that a homomorphism 
~:nl(F,,)---*rtl(F,* ) is G-equivariant if it commutes with all the 
automorphisms induced by the elements in G. Similarly, a groupoid 
homomorphism ~k: H(F)--* II(F) is G-equivariant if it commutes with the 
groupoid automorphisms induced by the elements in G. 
The following was proved by Krsti6 I-7]; another proof (which is also 
based on Krsti~:'s ideas) may be found in [6]. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Krsti~ [7, Proposition 1']). I f  (F , , )  is a G-reduced 
based G-graph then ever)' G.equivariant atttomorphlsm of rc l(F, *) is huluced 
by a G-equivariant atttomorphism of II(F). 
Let L be a subgroup of the group F and G a subgroup of the group 
Aut F. We say that L is a G-subgroup of the group F if for every g in G, 
(L) g = L. The above results are needed to establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose G is a finite subgro,tp of Aut F. There is a free 
group H such that G is a permutational subgroup of Aut H, F is a 
G-subgroup of H, and every atttomorphism hi Aut~ F is a restriction of an 
atttomorphism hi Aut~ H. 
Proof Suppose G is a finite subgroup of AutF. By Theorem 4.1, there 
is a finite based G-graph (F, ,) realizing the action of G on F. Hence, we 
may identify F with hi(F, *), the group G being embedded in Aut nl(F, *) 
the same way ifis in Aut F. 
There is an orientation in F preserved by the elements in G. Namely, if 
O is an orientation for a set of G-orbit representatives for the geometric 
edges in F, then OG is a G-invariant orientation of / ' .  Set Y= OG and let 
H be the free group F(Y), freely generated by the set Y. The action of G 
on the set of edges of F makes G a permutational subgroup of Aut H, 
permuting the elements in Y. Clearly, the group F becomes a G-subgroup 
of H. (Observe that the group F is a free factor of the group tL) 
According to Krsti6's Theorem, every automorphism ct in Auto, rq(I,  *) 
is induced by a G-equivariant groupoid automorphism ~ in Aut II(F). The 
restriction of ~ to the edges in F determines an automorphism c~in AutG H. 
Since ~ induces ct, it follows that c~ induces ct as well. I 
We finish this section by establishing a connection between centralizers 
of permutational subgroups of Aut F and centralizers of arbitrary finite 
subgroups of Aut F. 
Suppose G," F, and H are as in the previous lemma. We have: 
THEOREM 4.4. The map 
$: StabAut~ nF-* Auto F 
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which associates to each ot in StabAuta,F its restriction ~, in Autc F is an 
ephnorphism and its kernel is the pohmrise stabilizer of the group F in the 
group Auta H. 
Proof Note first that ~p is well defined. For, if ~ is in the stabilizer of 
F in Auta H, then it commutes with the elements in G (considered as 
automorphisms in Aut H), so that the same is true for the restriction ~, (in 
the latter case G is viewed as a subgroup of Aut F). 
It follows from Lemma 3.3 that Ip is onto. 
If ~ ~ ker(~), then ~, is trivial in Aut F and thereby cc fixes the group F 
pointwise. Conversely, if cc fixes F pointwise, then ~ is trivial in Aut F. II 
Hence, to prove that Aut c F is finitely presented it suffices to consider 
centralizers of permutational subgroups of Aut F and to show that 
9 the stabilizers in the centralizers of permutational subgroups of 
Aut F of G-subgroups of F are finitely presented; 
9 the stabilizers in the centralizers of permutational subgroups of 
Aut F of tuples of elements in F are finitely generated. 
5. TOPOGRAPttS AND TIlE KEY RESULT 
In this section we first introduce the necessary notation and then state 
(without proof) the key result (Lemma B). 
Suppose F is a graph and t: V(F)~ Z ~o is a mapping from the set of 
vertices of F into the set of non-negative integers. We say that t is a 
topography for F. The graph F together with t is a topograph. For any 
vertex v in F, (v)t is the altitude of v. 
Let now K be a group acting on a set S as a group of permutations. Any 
generating set B for K determines a graph F= F(K, B, S) as follows: the set 
S is the set of its vertices and for every s in S and x in B, there is an edge 
in F starting at s, labelled by x and ending at the vertex sx: 
x 
S ~ ) SX .  
In the case when S = K with the obvious action, the graph/"  is the graph 
of the group K on the generating set B (or the Cayley graph). So, it is a 
covering of the free group F(B) (that is, as we have agreed, a covering of 
the wedge of IBI many oriented circles, labelled by the elements in B). 
In general, the graph F=F(K, B, S) is not connected. However, each 
component of F is a covering of F(B). 
Suppose that t is a topography for I" and let s ~ S and x, y e B (x ~- y) 
are such that (sx)t<~(s)t and (sy)t<~(s)t with at least one of the 
inequalities trict. Then the subgraph of the graph I" spanned by the two 
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edges starting at s and labelled x and y, respectively, is called a peak in F. 
We denote it by (x, y,s). Note that if (x, y,s)  is a peak, then s is not 
necessarily'of maximal altitude among the vertices incident o the edges in 
F starting at s. For any x-edge e in F starting at a vertex v, the number 
(e ) r t -  (v)t will be denoted by zi~.x. We call this number, the slope ofx at v. 
A peak (x, y, s) is reducible if there is a path p in the graph F from sx 
to sy such that all but, possibly, the terminal vertices of that path are of 
altitudes less than (s)t. The path p is called a reducblg path for the peak 
(x, y, s). The labels of the edges of that path map it to an element in the 
free group F(B), which we call a reduction of the peak (x, y, s) in the group 
F(B). The loop at the vertex s made of the edges in the peak (x, y, s) and 
of the path p determines (via the labels of the edges) another element in 
F(B), which we call the reducing element. The topograph F with t is 
reducible if all peaks in F are reducible. 
We assume throughout this section that G is a permutational subgroup 
of Aut F effecting permutations of the basis X of F. The group Auto F 
is generated by the set ~,t" of all extended G-permutations and 
G-N-automorphisms (Theorem 3.1). We need to extend this set preserving 
its finiteness. 
Let A ~_X -+, let A be a set of G-orbit representatives, and let an element 
a in X + be such that both a and ~ are not in AG and such that for every 
element h in A, hG~_aG. Define a G-automorphism ~=(A+a;a)o as 
follows: 
for g in G and h in A, if [I(~AG then hg~-~ag.hg (in this case 
[zg~--~ fzg.~g); 
for g in G and h in A, if hg=k3 c for some k in A and f in G, then 
hg~-, ag.hg.6f (so that ~g~--~ af.[zg.6g); 
x~--~x for every x in X +- A+G. 
Note that the conditions hG~_~G and a,f~q~AG imply that ct is a well 
defined automorphism in Aut~F. For, if hg~=hg2 for some h in A and 
g~, g2 in G, then gl g~-I ~ h G and hence g~ g{Z saG, so that ag~ = ag2. 
We call these automorphisms G-Whitehead atttomorphisms, or G-W 
automorphisms. When the group G is trivial, they reduce to Whitehead 
automorphisms (see, for example, [8]). If A is a one-element set {b}, then 
instead of ({b } + a; a)G, we write (b + a; a)o and this G- IV automorphism 
is a G-N automorphism. It follows from their construction that G-W- 
automorphisms belong to the group Auto F. It is also obvious that every 
G-W-automorphism (A +a;  a)~ is the product of (mutually commuting) 
G-N-automorphisms (b + a; a)o (b s A). 
We denote the-set of all G-W-automorphisms and extended G-permu- 
tations in Auto F by ~ " u~/tr, or, when the underlying free group F is 
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understood from the context, by aw~//". Clearly, the set fa.~V is a subset of 
the set ff~/;", and so (Theorem 3.1), the set awW" also generates Auto F. 
We proceed to describe a topograph which we later use extensively to 
achieve a (finite) presentation for the group Auto F. 
Denote by ffWb the set of all G-subgroups of F which are of finite rank. 
The group Auto F acts on the set ffWb as a group of permutations. The 
action is defined by L ~ (L)ct for all L in ff~b and all ct in Auto F. Note 
that this is well defined, since (L)~ is in ffZb. For every m in Z § this 
action extends to an action of AutG F on the set of all m-tuples of elements 
in ~C6'b, which we denote by Veda,". The'last action induces an action of 
Auto F on the set of m-tuples of b-coverings of F, corresponding to the 
elements in ~/"' -o b . The set of m-tuples of G-subgroups of F and the set of 
m-tuples of b-coverings of F corresponding to these subgroups are 
isomorphic as Auta F-sets and we shall denote both by f f~ '  (however, we 
really think of coverings rather than subgroups when dealing with this 
action; this explains "~" in "ff~"). 
Consider the graphs GH~'=F(AutaF, ~zr ~, ~ ' )  (m= 1, 2 .... ). We 
proceed to introduce a topography which will make these graphs reducible 
topographs, atisfying some additional usefid properties. 
Take a group L from the set fir6' b. There is a (up to a covering 
isomorphism, unique) based covering (F,, v) of F corresponding to L. Since 
L is of finite rank, the covering F has a finite core. Following Gersten [3], 
we say that the number of vertices in the core of the covering F is the 
complexi'ty of the group L (or, of the covering F). We denote it by (L)c. 
Define b-complexity of the group L (or of the b-covering (F, v)) to be the 
complexity of L, plus the number of vertices distinct from the vertex v 
and in the unique reduced path from v to the core of the covering F. The 
b-complexity of L will be denoted by (L)Cb. 
We are now ready to introduce the desired topography for the graphs 
GH~'. 
If L = (L~, L2 ..... Lm) is in c~, ,  then the b-complexity (L) c~' of that 
tuple is defined to be ~"__ ~ (La) cb. Instead of c~ we shall write cb, since the 
superscript m will be clear from the context. We define a topography for 
the graph GH~' to be the b-complexity of the elements in f#~.  From now 
on, for every m, GH~' will stand for the corresponding topograph. 
Our key result is the following lemma. It will be deduced from Lemma A, 
to be stated and proved in Section 11. 
LEMMA B (G-peak Reduction Lemma for Tuples of G-Subgroups). 
(i) For ever), m, the topograph GH"fl is reducible. 
An additional analysis of the proof of (i) provides us with the following 
properties of the topograph GH'~. 
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(ii) There is a finite subset ~ of  the group F(~tU) such that ~ is 
a set of reductions of all peaks in GH"~. The set ~ is huh'pemtent from m. 
The elements ht the set ~ of  reduchlg elements corresponding to the 
re&tctions bl ~ define the trivial element hl the group Auto F. 
(iii) I f  ~ and fl are elements hl ~'/1~', F is a tuple of b-coverhzgs hi 
t,l,, (ct, fl, F) is a peak in Glib, attd p = P l P2 "'' Pr is its rethtction in ~,  
then all pi ( i= 1, 2 ..... r) use only those elements hz X +- used by both et attd fl. 
(iv) Let (c~,fl, F) be a peak in GII~' and let P=P lP2""P ,  be its 
reduction in ~t~. Suppose "~ ~"" '  ~ v.,b, 0 is of miMmal b-complexity in its 
component, and suppose that ( 0~ ) e b = (0) e b = (Off) e b ( = s ). Then, for all 
i hz {1, 2 ..... r}, we have (OaplPz ""Pl) Cb =s. 
Note that the set ff~.V" is not suitable in the place of ~r because the 
topograph I'(Auta F, f~.A", ffc6'~') (with b-complexity as a topography) is 
not reducible. That is true even when G is trivial. 
We postpone the proof of LemmaB as well as of the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let XI, Xz ..... Xm be the partition of the base X of  F 
into the set of its G-orbits. The m-tuple (F(Xt),F(X2) ..... F(X,,,)) of 
G-subgroups of F is b-complexity minimal hi the topograph Gli~ ~ and a 
G-automorphism ~ in ~r preserves its based complexity if  and only if ct is 
an extended G-p.ermutation. 
First we derive the main results. 
6. STABILIZERS OF G-SUBGROUPS 
We assume in this section that G is a permutational subgroup of Aut F. 
We shall explore stabilizers in AutaF  of tuples of finitely generated 
G-subgroups of the group F. As was the case with Gersten's result [3], it 
suffices to modify McCoors argument in [11-] to achieve our goal. The 
only non-trivial addition is that we use the part (iv) of Lemma B to change 
the last part of the proof. 
A 2-complex (shortly, complex) K is a graph F and a set C = C(K) dis- 
joint from V(F) and E(I'), such that there is an involution C---, C, denoted 
c ~ g such that c r g for all c in C and there is a mapping, denoted O, from 
a set of loopsin I" to the set C such that 
- -  if I is a loop in the domain of 0 and 1' is a cyclic permutation of 
/, then I' is in the domain of O and (I) a= ( l ' )a;  if l" is not a cyclic 
permutation of/,  then (l") 0 ~ (I) O 
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- -  if 1 is in the domain of 0, then its inverse [is there as weil and 
(t) o =(l) o. 
The elements of C are cells in the 2-complex K. The graph F is called the 
l-skeleton of the complex K and will occasionally be denoted by K ~. 
A 2-complex K is connected if its l-skeleton is connected. 
In what follows we shall consider homotopy classes of paths and 
fimdamental groups of 2-complexes. The definitions are fairly standard (see 
[1 ]), and we omit them. 
TIIEOREM 6.1. Suppose G permutes the elements of the base X of F. The 
stabilizer Stab U #s the group Autc; F of at O' k-tuple (k >1 1 ) U of finitely 
generated G-subgroups of F is finitely presented. Moreover, there is an algo- 
rithm which associates to m O, such U a finite 2-complex whose fimdamental 
group is Stab U. 
Proof. Suppose IV is a k-tuple in ~<-6'~, of minimal b-complexity in the 
component of GH~ containing IV and belonging to the component of Gll~b 
containing U. Let (5 be the element in F(cB~//') defined by a path in GH~ 
from U to W. Then Stab U is equal to the conjugate 6(Stab IV) 3- of the 
stabilizer Stab IV of IV in the group AutaF. For, it is obvious that 
6(Stab IV) 3- is a subgroup of Stab U; on the other hand, if c~ is in Stab U 
then it follows from parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma B that there is/'/in Stab W 
such that ~ is equal in Aut~ F to (Sp~. 
In the view of the preceding remarks, we may assume that U is of mini- 
mal (in the component of GII~ containing U) b-complexity, denoted s. 
First we construct a finite 2-complex K. Its 1-skeleton K I is the subgraph 
of GH~ containing U and spanned by the vertices in GHkb of the minimal 
b-complexity (in that component). So K I is a finite labelled graph. 
Lemma B implies that K I is connected. If l is a loop in K ~ defining (via 
the labels) a reducing element in aj.~ then we attach a 2-cell c to K ~ such 
that lecO -~. We do the same if l defines some VlV2V36f(~ff~c/r), where 
v~, v2, and v3 are extended G-permutations such that v~v2=g3 or if I is a 
loop labelled by the trivial automorphism (which is also in aJ'h".!). The 
2-complex we obtain in such a way is K. It is finite, since both ~N and 
EP(X) are finite. 
Let ~b:F(CB'#")--+AutcF be the projection. The homomorphism ~b 
restricts to a homomorphism (also denoted ~b) from the group nl(K I, U) to 
the group Stab U. Since all the relations in r~l(K, U) are mapped by q~ to 
the trivial element of Stab U, the homomorphism q~ determines a 
homomorphism O:nI(K, U)--)Stab U. We shall show that ~p is an 
isomorphism. 
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1. Surjectivi O' 
Let ~ ~ St.ab U. Then a lifts to a loop at U in the graph GII~. It follows 
from (i) and (ii) of Lemma B that there is a loop in K ~ at U defining the 
same element c~ in Stab U. 
2. h~jectiviO' 
Let a~, i=  1, 2 ..... t, be elements in ~'//" and suppose that a=cqcc2 ---cr 
defines a loop I at U in K I projecting to the trivial element in Auta b: We 
show that 1 is homotopic in K to the trivial loop, i.e., that / and the trivial 
loop at U in K define the same element in n~(K, U). 
Suppose XI,X2,..., Xm is a partition of the set X onto a set of its 
G-orbits. Let Z be the m-tuple (F(X~), F(X2) ..... F(X,,)) of finitely generated 
G-subgroups of F. According to Proposition 5.1, the tuple Z is of the mini- 
mal b-complexity in the topograph Gll~' and the only G-automorphisms 
preserving its b-complexity are the extended G-permutations. 
Denote Zi=Z~l~2.. .~i,  Ui=Uala2""cq ( i=1 ,2  ..... t) and consider 
the b-complexity of the (m +k)-tuples IVy= (Z;, U;), i= I, 2 ..... t. 
If the complexities of all these tuples are m + s, then all afs are extended 
G-permutations. If t = 1, then c~ = a~ is the trivial permutation, so that there 
is a 2-cell whose boundary contains/. Suppose t> 1. In this case there is 
a 2-cell c in K and an extended G-permutation fl such that, for some i in 
1, 2 ..... t -  1, ~;~_ ~fl labels a loop in c and ~+ ~ = fl in Aut F. Hence, the 
loop 1 is homotopic to the loop determined by the element 
0qa2 ---a;_ jfla;+., ""~1 in F(~'I/:). The induction on t implies the result in 
this case. 
Suppose now that for some i in { 1, 2 ..... t}, we have (IVy) cb > m + s. We 
induct on the number of m +k tuples Wi of the maximal b-complexity, 
denoted z. Let j be the last index for which (ll~) Cb = Z. Then (c~j, ~j+ i, Wj) 
is a peak GFI"j +k. The corresponding reducing element otjplp 2 ""Pr~j+l 
/'~./--/m +k defines a loop 1' at tVy in the topograph "-'--b . It follows from (iv) in 
Lemma B that 1' is in K ~. Since the set ~ is independent from k in GII~ 
and because of the way K is obtained from K I, there is a 2-cell in K whose 
boundary contains/ ' .  So, the loop 1 is homotopic to the loop at U deter- 
mined by the clement ala2 "''Otj-lPlP2 "'" Pr~j+2 "''%. The later loop is 
such that the set 
{w, ,  ..... ,%, ,  wj_ ,p, ,   vj_,p,p  ..... wj_,p,p  ...p,, ..... w,} 
has fewer than the set {tV~l i=l ,2  ..... t} elements of (the maximal) 
b-complexity z. I 
The special case G = I is important enough to state it separately. 
481/150,'2-13 
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THEOREM 6.2. Tile stabilizer in the group Aut F of any tuple of finiteb, 
generated subgroups of the group F is finitely presented and a finite presenta- 
tion can be effective b, determbwd. 
The corresponding result for conjugacy classes of finitely generated 
subgroups of the group F was obtained by Gersten [3]. 
7. STABILIZERS OF ELEMENTS 
We start with an element w in F and examine its stabilizer in the group 
Aut~F, where G is a permutational subgroup of the group Aut F, 
permuting the base X. 
Suppose w= y~ Y2 "'" Yk for some yl ,  Y2, ---, )'k in X -+. Represent w as a 
based circuit, denoted (/", v), as depicted in Scheme 1. 
~/1 "".. 
SCHEME 1 
The circuit (/', v) may be viewed as the core of a covering of F corre- 
sponding to the cyclic subgroup of F generated by w. The stabilizer of w 
in Auto F is then ahnost equal to the stabilizer of the based covering (/', v) 
in the same group. Namely, there may be elements in the stabilizer of (/'-, v) 
in Auto F inverting the element w (and they do not stabilize w). To avoid 
that, we blow up (Y, v) by adding an u-edge (u ~ F), so that the new based 
circuit, which we denote by (/~+, v), represents the word zO,~.t, 2 ---Yk- The 
based graph (/'+, v), is now the core graph of a based covering of the free 
group F § =F(X-'ku). But, the corresponding subgroup of the group F § 
need not be a G-subgroup, and lemma B may not be applied at this point. 
Extend the action of the group G on .V+ u by setting (tt) g = u for every 
g in  G. 
Let Z be any set on which the group G acts transitively and freely (no 
non-trivial element in G fixes an element in Z). Note that such G-sets exist 
(G itself satisfies the requirements). Let E be the free group freely generated 
by the set Z. Suppose also that Z • is disjoint from F +. Construct a based 
graph (f2,~,) by attaching to a vertex 9 the initial vertices of IZl many 
oriented edges labelled bijectively by elements of Z. The graph (f2, ,)  is a 
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labelled based G-tree. Pick a z-edge (z ~ Z) in (12, , )  and identify its ter- 
minal vertex with the vertex v in Y+. For every g in G, identify the terminal 
vertex of the zg-edge starting at * in .Q with the base vertex of the based 
graph obtained from the element wg the same way the based graph (/'§ v) 
was obtained from w. We get a based graph (~, , ) ,  as illustrated in 
Scheme 2. 
~ 
................... u Vk9 " Yl / ul 
9 i 
" u ~ Vk/ 
SCttEME 2 
Clearly, (~, ,) is a based G-graph. The assumption that the group G acts 
freely on Z, implies that the labelling mapping from the set of edges in 
to the set (Z+X+u)  +- defines an immersion from (q,, ,) to the free group 
D= F(Z+ X+u)(that is, to the corresponding wedge of circles). That 
makes (r , )  a core graph of a based G-covering of D. 
Let ~b be in Auto. F. Define ~ to be the automorphism in Aut~ D which 
restricts to ~b on F and is identity on (Z+u) .  Then ~D--~ defines an 
embedding from Auto, F to Auta D, so that we may identify the group 
Auto .~ with its image in Aut~ D. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. The stabilizer of the word w ht Auta F is equal to the 
stabilizer hl the group Aut~ F (considered as a subgroup of Auta D) of the 
G-subgroup of D corresponding to the b-coverhlg determined by the b-graph 
(q~, ). 
Proof If ~b is in Aut~ F and if (w) ~b = w, then (wg) ff = (w) ~bg = wg for 
every g in G, so that ~b stabilizes (r ,). 
Conversely, suppose an automorphism ff in Aut~ F stabilizes the based 
G-covering (determined by) (~, *). So, (zuwz-l)~ must be a loop at ,. 
First we see that (zUWZ-l)~J=Ztt.(W)~.Z -I. Now notice that, for every 
element 3, in F, zuyz-t defines a loop in q0 at 9 if and only if y is freely 
equal to w. So, (w) ~b must be equal to w in F, so that q~ stabilizes w. | 
COROLLARY 7.2. The stabilizer in Aut a F of al o, tuple of elements h~ F 
is finitely presented and a finite presentation can be effectively determhled. 
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Proof According to Proposition 7.1, for every k-tuple of elements in F, 
there is a k-tuple IV of finitely generated G-subgroups of the group D (as 
constructed above), having the same stabilizer in Auta F as the tuple of 
elements. The group StabA,tcF IV is finitely presented. This follows by a 
minor modification of the proof of Theorem 6.1. The modification concerns 
the use of Lemma B: although we consider the stabilizer of the tuple tV in 
the group AutGF (not in AutGD!), part (iii) of Lemma B implies that 
the reductions of the peaks with edges labelled by elements in 
ff~/J"~-= {~l~effT'/'~-} are also made of the, elements in ff'//~-; so, although 
we are hz Auta D, we may apply Lemma B and Theorem 6.1 to the group 
Aut~Fand the tuple IV. | 
8. MAIN RESULTS 
TtlEOREM A. Centralizers of finite subgroups of the atttomorphism groups 
of free groups of finite ranks are finitely presented. 
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.4, 
Theorem 6.1, and Corollary 7.2. II 
We apply TheoremA to what was our initial goal. The link is the 
following result. 
THEOREM 8. (McCool [12]). The atttomorphism groups of finite exten- 
sions of free groups of finite ranks are finitely presented if and only if the 
same is true for the centralizers of finite subgrottps of the atttomorphism 
groups of free groups of finite ranks. 
As a corollary to these two results, we get: 
TtlEOREM B. At O' finite extension of a free group of a finite rank has a 
finitely presented atttomorphism group. 
Remark. The following is true: 
THEOREM A' [6"]. Given a free group F of finite rank and a finite 
subgroup G of the group Aut F, there is an algorithm which generates a finite 
presentation for the centralizer of G hi Aut F. 
9. TIlE G-AUTOMORPttlSMS IN TIlE SET (,~"//" 
Before Lye actually set off to prove Lemma B we start building the 
necessary machinery. 
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We assume from now on that 
G is a permutational subgroup 
of the group Aut F, effecting permutations on the base X. 
Consider first the set of extended G-permutations. Every extended 
G-permutation it is uniquely determined by its action on a set Z of G-orbit 
representatives of the set X. For, suppose that a is in Z and (a) It is given. 
Then it has to be that, for any g in G, (ag) ll = (a) llg. 
Let {a~, a2 ..... as} be a subset of the set Z consisting of those elements 
in Z which are not fixed by p. Set bi= (a~)it ( i= 1, 2, ..., k). Since the 
assignment aiv--~b~ ( i= 1, 2 ..... k) determines it, we may unambiguously 
denote it by 
. . .a  k =(a,a, 
F \bib2 
Conversely, suppose that {al,a2 ..... ak} is a set of G-orbit repre- 
sentatives for a subset of the set X and {bl, b2 ..... bk} is a set of G-orbit 
representatives for a subset of the set X • such that biq~b~ G and a f t= b,G 
for every i, j e{ l ,2  ..... k}, i# j .  Then the mapping a#-~bi ( i= 1,2 ..... k) 
determines the extended G-permutation it.
We now turn to G-tV-automorphisms and describe their relation 
with Whitehead automorphisms ({1}-lV-automorphisms, or shortly 
tV-automorphisrfis). 
Let (A+a;a)  be a tV-automorphism and let g be an element in G. 
Observe that neither ag nor ~gg(=,,ig) are in Ag, since a and 6 are not in 
A. So, (Ag + ag; ag) is a well defined IV-automorphism. 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the definition of 
G- IV-automorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let (A + a; a)a be a G-W-automorphism in Aut F and 
let Sa be a transversal for ~G hi G. Then 
geSo gaS,, 
We say that each Ag~gG + ag = (A + a) g agG = (A + a) aG .g is a layer for 
the G-IV-automorphism (A + a; a)a. 
Observe that the IV-automorphisms on the right-hand side of the 
equality in the statement of the above proposition mutually commute. By 
an abuse of notation, we shall sometimes write (A +a;a)g .~G (or 
(A + a; a) ~Gg) instead of (Ag . ~zG + ag; ag). 
The notation we have chosen for G-tV-automorphisms involves a choice 
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of certain G-orbit representatives. We now consider the freedom we have to 
change the G-orbit representatives without altering the G-W-automorphism 
itself. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let (A + a; a)~ be a G- IV-automorphism and suppose 
B is another set of G-orbit representatives, uch that A~G= B,G. Then 
(B + a; a)~ is a well defined G- W-auto and (A + a; a)G = (B + a; a)~. 
Proof First of all, (B+a;a)c, is a legitimate notation for a G-IV- 
automorphism, since for every k in B, there is some h in A such that k = hg 
for some g~,G, so that kG=hgG=~hGg~_g~Gg=~G. 
Now, suppose g is in G and k is in B. We shall consider only the case 
~r (the other cases are similar). In this case the automorphism 
f l= (B+a;  a)~ maps kg to ag .kg. On the other hand, there is some f in  ,,G 
and some h in A such that k=l~ So, (A+a;a)~ maps kg=hfg to 
afg. hfg = ag. kg, i.e., to the element (kg) ft. | 
It follows from the last proposition that we may replace elements of A 
in c~ = (A + a; a)c by elements which are equal mod ~G without changing 
the G-W-automorphism c~. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Suppose ct = (A + a; il)a is a G- W-automorphism and g 
is an element h~ G. Then (Ag + ag; ag)o is a well defined G-IV-automorphism 
equal to oz. 
Proof For any g in G and h in A, we have hgG=~hGg~_~oGg=~.~G 
and, since A is a set of G-orbit representatives, o is Ag. The 
G-W-automorphisms ct and (Ag+ag; ag)o agree on the set Ag of G-orbit 
representatives. Therefore, they are equal G-W-automorphisms. II 
If ~ is a G-W-automorphism, then the set A +a is called a layer-repre- 
sentative for ~ and the IV-automorphism (A + a; a) aG is a W-representative 
for the G-W-automorphism c~. We have proved above that changing 
elements in A by elements equal rood ,,G, or multiplyhtg A + a by any g in 
G, produces a layer-representative for c~. (It is true that all layer- 
representatives for a G-W-automorphism (A +a;a)~ can be obtained in 
such a way.) 
For a G-W-automorphism ~zas above, we call the elements in aG, the 
slide-along elements for ~x. We say that c~ slides or moves the elements in AG 
along the corresponding elements in aG, or that the elements in AG go 
along the corresponding elements in aG via the automorphism c~. The 
terminology will become clear once we describe the action of G-IV- 
automorplaisms on the coverings of F (which is induced by the action on 
the set of subgroups of F) in terms of the structure of the coverings. Such 
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a description for the case G= 1 was exhibited by Hoare [5]. We follow 
and extend an idea attributed to Krsti6 (for G = 1). 
Suppose "/-" is a covering of F corresponding to a subgroup L of F and 
suppose co= (A +a;  a)~ is a G-IV-automorphism. The covering (F)~ of F 
corresponding to the group (L)cc is then defined as follows: 
- -  E ( (F )  a) = E(F),  I"((F) a) = V(F); 
- -  if h~A and hq~AG, then for every geG and every hg-edge e, 
define (e) a in the graph (F)cc to be the terminal vertex (in F) of the 
unique ag-edge starting (in F) at (e)a (do not change (e)r); 
- -  if h ~ A and/ig = k~ for some k e A and some f~ G, then for every 
g6 G, and every hg-edge , define (e) a in (F) ~ as in the previous case, and 
define (e)r in (F)~x to be the terminal vertex (in F) of the unique af-edge 
starting at (e)~ in F; 
- -  for the remaining edges, define a in ( I ' )a to be the same as that 
in F. 
It is then fairly easy to prove that the graph (F)~ together with the 
covering map induced by the labels of the edges is the covering of F corre- 
sponding to the group (L)~ [6-]. We illustrate the action in Scheme 3. 
aS 
Iag :::b ~ a g  
hg 
for h E A, g E G 
and h ~ AG 
hg 
li: i ag f a9 and h9 = kf for =~ _ somekEAand lEG 
h9 
SCHEME 3 
If (F, v) is a based covering of F and a is a G-W-automorphism, then 
(r, v)~ = (r~, v). 
We may now prove the following proposition, which we have already 
used previously. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Xl, X2 .... ,X,, be the partition of the base X hlto 
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the set of its G-orbits. The m-tuple (F(X l ), F(X2) ..... F(Xm) is b-com151exity 
minhnal hl the topograph GII'~ and a G-automorphism cz in ~YI" preserves its 
complexity if and only if et is an extended G-permutation. 
Proof. For every i=  1,2 ..... m, the covering of F corresponding to 
F(Xi) is a wedge of circles labelled by the elements in X~ plus a tree 
attached to it. Let Y= (Y,, Y2 ..... 1,,,) be the m-tuple of the correspond- 
ing (to F(X,) ..... F(X,,)) coverings. It is obvious that every extended 
G-permutation preserves (Y)cb. To prove the converse, take any G-tV- 
automorphism ~ = (A + a; a)a. We may suppose that A :/: ~ .  Let h be an 
element in A and suppose h is in Xi for some i in { I, 2 ..... m }. If a 9 X/, 
then i# j .  We see that (()i)~z)Cb= 1+ IXjl, so that (()"i)cz)cb> (/"i)cb in 
this case. II 
10. G-IV-AUTOMORPItlS.MS AND COMPLEXITY 
A conjugacy class of subgroups of the group F is a G-conjugacy class if 
it is invariant under the automorphisms in G. The set of all G-conjugacy 
classes of finitely generated subgroups of F will be denoted by ~c6'. The set 
of (isomorphism classes of) coverings of F corresponding to the conjugacy 
classes in ~c6' is isomorphic as an Aut F-set to the set ~ ,  so that we may 
denote it also by fat6'. If g is an element ifi G, and F is a covering in faX, 
then there is a unique lift (g) ff of g to an automorphism of the graph F. 
The mapping ~-* (g) ~ determines an action of G on the graph/-'such that 
if e is an x-edge in I" (xeX•  then (e)(g)q~ is an xg-edge. In particular, 
each I" of ~ is a G-graph. We shall write eg instead of (e)(g) ~6. 
We start to examine the topograph F(Auta F, ~1", ~)  with complexity 
c as topography. 
Let F be a covering of F and v be a vertex in F. We denote by star(v) 
the set of labels from X • of the edges starting at v and in the core of the 
covering F (so, if vr then star(v)= ~) .  
Let {Ai l i= 1, 2 .... , k} be a (finite) set of pairwise disjoint subsets of the 
set X • For a covering Fo f  F(with a finite core, as we have agreed), define 
A~orA2o r . . . .  rA  k (or AloA2 . . . . .  A,, whenever F is understood from 
the context) to be the number of vertices v in the core of the covering F, 
k such that star(v)~Ui=~ Ai and s tar (v )nA , .#~ for every i in  {1,21 .... k}. 
We observe that for every a in X • {a}~ c (we denote the set- 
complements by a superscript e) is the number of a-edges in the core of the 
graph I:  We denote it by #r a, or shortly by # a. 
PROPOSITION 10.1. Suppose A, B, and C are mutually disjoint subsets of 
X • and suppose F is a coverhzg ofF. Then 
(A+ B)orC=AorC+ BorC+ AorBorC.  
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Proof. This is obvious. II 
Suppose .A is a subset of X • a is an element in X • such that a,~q~A, 
and F is a covering of F. We denote by _l_r(a, A), or shortly by .l.(a, A), 
the set of a-edges e which are not in the core of the graph F and which 
start at vertices o belonging to core(F) and such that star(v)nA r ~ :# 
star(t0 c~ A c (see Scheme 4). Denote by #_L(a, A) the cardinality of that set 
of edges. 
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(In the schemes we provide, dotted line segments represent edges which 
are not in the core of the graph, full line segments are edges in the core. 
We indicate the sets containing the labels of edges tarting at a fixed vertex 
beside the terminal vertices of the edges. In that case it is assumed that the 
set of these edges is not empty.) 
We denote by Vr(a, A), or by V(a, A) the set of'a-edges e in the core of 
the covering F starting at vertices o for which {a}-r star(v)~ (A + a) and 
by #V(a, A) the/:ardinality of that set (see Scheme 5). 
A 
U 
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We start with the case G={l}  and consider the topograph 
H = F(Aut F, ~//", r6') (~1" = { 1 } ~/1", ~ = { 1 } ~) with complexity c as a 
topography. 
Recall that, for a in ~/1" and F in oK, dra denotes the number 
((F)c~) c - (F )c ,  which we have called the slope of cc at F. 
f PROPOSITION 10.2. Let ~=(A +a;a)  be a ll-automorphism in Aut F 
and let I" be a covering of F. Then 
dra= #-Lr(a, A ) -  #Vr(a, A). 
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Proof. This follows from the description of the action of lt?-auto- 
morphisms on coverings of F. Namely, each edge in -Lr(a, A) is moved hi 
the core of F, while the edges in Vr(a, A) are moved out from the core 
of F. No other edges in F affect its complexity. | 
PROPOSITION 10.3 (Gersten [3]; also in [6]). If a=(A+a;a)  is a 
tV-automorphism in Aut F and F is a covering of F, then we have 
ZJra = (A + a) o r (A + a) ~ - #r  a. 
Proof According to Proposition 10.1, we have (the underlined covering 
is F) 
(A +a)o(A +a)C=Ao(A +a)~+ {a}o(A +a)~+Ao {a}o(A +a)L 
On the other hand, since {a}~=A + (A +ay ,  we have 
#a= {a}oA + {a}o(A +a)#+ {a}oAo(A +a)  ~. 
Observe that Ao(A+aV=#- I - (a ,A)  and that {a}oA=#V(a,A) .  The 
proof now follows from Proposition 10.2. I 
PROPOSITION 10.4 (Gersten [3]; also in [6]). Suppose ct = (A +a;a) 
and fl = (B+b; b) are IV-automorphisms such that (B+b) n (A +a+~) = f25 
and let F be a covering of F. IVe have 
~ rfl = A.- j~p.  
Proof. It is obvious that the automorphism ~ does not change either 
#r b or (B+b)or(B+b)  ~.The rest follows from Proposition 10.3. | 
Now we consider the general case: G is any permutational subgroup of 
Aut F. 
PROPOSITION 10.5. Let ot = (A + a; a)o be a G-W-autontorphism and let 
F be a G-coverhlg of F. Then we have: 
(a) Ar~= laGl" [(A +a)  ,Go((A +a) oG) c -  #a]  and 
(b) Ar~= laGI. [#.l_(a, AaG)-- #V(a, A~G)]. 
Proof (a) Let Sa={l=g~,g2 ..... gp} be a transversal for.aG in G. 
So we have aG = {agl g ~ Sa}. Denote c~i = (A + a; a) gi ag,G. It follows from 
Proposition 9.1 that ct = cq c~2 .. 9 c~p. Set Fi = (F) cq ~2"'" c~i, 0 < i-%< p. So 
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Let f and g be distinct elements in So. First we prove that 
(Af  aTG + af) ~ (Ago~G + ag + ~g)C. (1) 
Since the group G permutes X, it is not possible that af= fig, for that 
would imply that the non-trivial element J'~ inverts the element a. 
Suppose now that there are f~ in aiG, g~ in agG and h in A such that 
hfft = hgg~. In that case the element ff~ ~ ~ is in hG and so it is in oG. 
But that implies af=ag,  contradicting the choice of f and g. The rest 
of the relation (1) now follows directly from the definition of 
G- IV-automorphisms. 
It follows from Proposition 10.4 that 
p 
ArCt = ~ ArCt~. 
i=1 
So, it suffices to prove that ZlrOtt=Arctj, for j= l ,  2 ..... p. That is 
equivalent to the equality (the underlined covering is F) 
(A oG + a) o (A oG + a) ~ - #a = (Agj agjG "1- agj) o (Agj oejG + agi) r - #ag~. 
Since F is a G-covering, it follows that the lift of gj to an automorphism 
of the graph F restricts to a bijection from the sdt of vertices contributing 
to the number (A oG+a)o (A oG+a) ~ onto the set of vertices contributing 
to the number (Agj ~gG + agj) o (Agj ogjG + agy.  By similar reasons, we 
have # a = # agj. 
(b) This follows directly from (a) and Propositions 10.2 and 10.3. II 
PROPOSITION 10.6. Let ct= (A + a; a)~ be a G-W-a,aomorphism, let 
So = {gl, g2, ..., gp} 
be a transversal for aG ill G, and let 
~i = (A + a; a) g~ ag,G, 
Then, for ever), covering F of F, we have 
Proof 
sition. | 
i=1 ,2  ..... p. 
P 
Arc~ = ~ Arcti. 
i= l  
The proof is contained in the proof of the preceding propo- 
The analogue-of Proposition 10.4 in the "G-case" is the following 
proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 10.7. Suppose ct = (A + a; a)a and fl = (B + b; big are 
G- IV-automorphisms and suppose that (B + b) G c~ (A + a + ~) G = ~.  Then, 
for ever), G-coverhtg F hz floG, the slope of fl at F is equal to the slope of fl 
at ( F) or. 
SCHEME 6 
Proof. Let S,, and Tb be transversals for ,,G and bG, respectively, in the 
group G. 
We know from Proposition9.1 that o~=Hg~s~(A+a;a) g~f i  and 
that fl=Hy~r~ (B+b;b) fb fG .  Since (B+b)  G~_ [(A +a+~)G]  ~, we have 
that (B fb fG+bf )~_(AgogG+ag+6g)  ~, for every f in T o and every g 
in S,,. The result now follows from Proposition 10.4. II 
1 1. THE TOPOGRAPH F(Auto F, ~//' ,  ~c~) 
The results we obtain here all rely on the proof of the following lemma. 
(Recall that we set G to denote a permutational subgroup of the group 
Aut F effecting permutations on X). 
LEMMA A. (i) The topograph GI1 = F(Auta F, f#~//~', ff~) is reducible. 
(ii) There is a finite subset f f~ of F(ff~f) such that f f~ is a set of 
reductions of (all) the peak's hi GH. The elements in the set fr of  reducing 
elements corresponding to the reductions ht f f~ define the trivial element h7 
Auta F. 
(iii) I f  ~ = (A + a; a)a , fl = (B + b; b)a are G- W-automorphisms, F is 
hz ff~, (a, fl, F) is a peak hi GH, and p=ptp2  "''Pr is its reduction hz ff~, 
then all Pi, i = 1, 2 .... , r, use only those elements hi X • used by both ~ attd ft. 
(iv) Let (o~, fl, F) be a peak in GI1 and let p = p, P2"'" P, be its reduc- 
tion ht ff~. Suppose 0 ~ fie6, 0 is of a mhlhnal complexity hl its component, 
and suppose that (Oa)c = (O)c = (Ofl)c (=s).  Then for all i in { I, 2 ..... r}, 
we habe (O~p, P2"'" Pi) = s. 
Remark. Consider the action of AutaF on the set (~(~.Trn of all 
m-tuples_of coverings in fie6'. It determines the topograph GI-lm= 
F(Auto F, if'//", ff~"), with sums of complexities of the coverings in the 
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corresponding m-tuples as a topography. We call that topography 
complexity and denote it by c (as we have done in the case m = 1). The 
following i~ true. 
LEMMA A'. Replace GII by GII" and f#cC by ~c~,, ht the statement of 
Lemma A. 
The point is that the proof of Lemma A as given below, with the obvious 
terminology modifications provides a proof of Lemma A' (simply let F, ,  
F2, 1"3 and the other letters denoting G-coverings in the proof of Lemma A 
denote now m-tuples of G-coverings). Observe also that the sets ~.~ and 
(#.~' are independent from m. 
Proof of Lemma A 
Part 0: A S/sort Preview 
We split the proof of the lemma into 6 parts: (a)-(f). In (a), (b), and (e) 
we examine some special peaks, in (f) we show how to handle the 
remaining peaks, while in (c) and (d) we simplify the form of 
G-IV-automorphisms in the peaks, without altering the generality of the 
argument. 
In each particular step, part (iii) of the lemma will be an obvious 
consequence of the given argument. 
To verify (iv) we argue as follows. Suppose (a, fl,/'2) is a peak in G//  
and suppose P=PlP2"''Pr is its reduction in oj~. A typical argument for 
(i) involves auxiliary automorphisms ),, ,5 .... for which we prove that 
Ar2?+ Ar2`5+ ... <~ Ar2a + Ar2 ft. 
We notice in each case that this inequality (in some case, equality) is 
independent from /'2. Therefore, when applied to O (and taking into 
the account he minimality of (O)c), it implies that all 7, ` 5, ... preserve the 
complexity of O. From that we may conclude that the reducing path 
corresponding top never goes through a vertex with complexity bigger than 
(O)c, so that (iv) is true. This reasoning applies to all cases where we slice 
the original peak into more elementary subpeaks. In the cases where the 
reduction is found directly, part (iv) is obvious. We shall indicate in some 
typical cases how we apply the above argument. 
We concentrate mainly on (i) and (ii) throughout this proof. We point 
out that, in order to avoid repetition, part of (i) (that the end vertices of 
the reducing paths are as required) will be covered in the proof of (ii). We 
point out that the-G-W-automorphisms emerging in the argument are well 
defined, as we shall see in a few cases. 
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We now start with the technicalities. 
Suppose ~ and fl are two automorphisms in if'#" such that they form a 
peak at some I'2 in GII. Our goal is to find reductions P~P2 ""P, of such 
peaks, satisfying the requirements of the iemma. 
Part (a): One of ~ and [I ls All Extended G-Pernmtation 
We may suppose that [1 is an extended G-permutation (the other case 
is symmetric) and that ~=(A+a;a)a. We choose p~=[1 and p2 = 
(A[1 + ~[1; ,~/~)~. 
We check in this case that P2 is a well defined G-W-automorphism. If,~[1 
is in Aft, then ,,i is in A, which is not possible. On the other hand, for any 
h in A, we have ~h)pG= hG---,G= ~,,)t~G. Hence, (A[1+611; 611)~ is a well 
defined G- IV-automorphism. 
(i) The permutations (and so, G-permutations) do not affect 
complexity, so that ((Fi)fl)c= (F~)c< (F2)c. 
(ii) Let S,, be a transversal for ,,G in G. We have 
fffl = IgI-Is (Ag c, gG +'6g; 6g)] fl 
= fl l-I (.4flg ~gG + [tflg; 6[Ig) 
geS~ 
= f l (Af l  + ~fl; ~fl)~. 
The second equality above is a straightforward consequence of the fact that 
fl commutes with the automorphism in G. 
We may therefore assume throughout he reminder of the proof that 
both c~ and fl are G-W-automorphisms. Suppose ~x=(A+a;a)a 'and  
fl = (B + b; b)a. 
Part (b): (A + a) G c~ ( B + b) G= (~ 
In the five subcases we consider below we list the possible relations 
between the elements ,,i and /5 in the sets (A+a)G and (B+b)G, 
respectively. 
Case (bl): 6ebG (so ~eaG). In this case, there is some g in G such 
that a = 5g, so that ~ = (A +/Jg;/Jg)a = (A~ + ~; ~)a. Since A~G -~ AG, we 
may suppose that, under the conditions of the current case, ~ = (A +/~;/5)~. 
We take r= 1 and p~=(A+B+b;b)a.  
(i) This istrivial. 
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(it) Suppose that heA and that there is an element__fin G such that 
/if~B. Then hf la ,b . f f ,  f l la ,b f .h  and h la ,h .b f .  We see that 
hi ~, bhI ~, b .h-bf and that h tP-~ ' b-/I-fir,f, as required. 
The other subcases in (it) are similar. 
Case (b2): 5r (B+b)G, 5r (A +a)G. In this case we take r=2,  Pl =fl, 
and P2 = a. 
(i) This follows from Proposition 10.7. 
(it) Suppose S, and Tb are transversals for ,,G and bG in G, respec- 
tively. We have 
aft= VI (A+5;5)g~gG. I-I (B+b;b)fbfG 
g~Sa i t  Tb 
= I-I (B+b;b)fbfG. 1-I (A+5;5) g+,gG=fl~. 
fe  Tb gcSa 
(The middle equality is a consequence of the relation R3 in the presenta- 
tion for Aut F given in [10]; the relation R3 is 
(A+a;a)(B+b;b)=(B+b;b)(A+a;a), AnB=~,5r  5r 
Case (b3): 5r 5eAG. By the assumption, 5G~AG. After 
changing the layer-representative for a and slightly changing the notation 
(write A + ~ instead of A), we may take ct = (A + t5 + a; a)a. 
We take r=2, 'P l  = fl and p2=(A+B+~+5;5)a. 
(i) It suffices to check that (Flfl)c< (F2)c. In this case we shall prove 
more, namely that (Flfl)c is less than at least one of (Fi)c and (F3)c. 
According to Proposition l0.5(b), it is enough to prove that 
-Lr,(b, BbG)~_ l r,(b, BbG), and that Vr,(b, BbG)C-Vr,(b, BbG) (we 
remind the reader that Fi and F2 have the same set of edges; the incidence 
relations may differ). That would imply that the slope of fl at Fl is less than 
the slope of fl at F2, and that in turn suffices for (i). 
So, we take a b-edge e in the set lr,(b, BbG). The "neighbourhood" of 
the edge e in the covering F~ is depicted in Scheme 7. 
I I 
I I 
,t, 4,. 
Ib Ib 
r, I r2 , 
I I 
B ha. (B bG) c B ba (B bG) c 
SCHEME 7 
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We apply ~ to FI and consider the piece of/"2 around the b-edge e. The 
edges labelled by BbG are not affected, so that there are still edges starting 
at ' (e)a= o and in the core of F 2 labelled by the elements in BbG. Also, the 
edge e is still not in core(F2) (only the edges labelled by a• are shifted 
in, or out from core(F~) by ~). Finally, if a (BbG)C-edge (that is, an edge 
labelled by an element in (B~G) ~) is moved by c~ along @ for some g in G, 
then the @-edge starting at (e)a is in core(F2). But @e(BbG) c, so that 
there is a (BbG)~-edge starting at (e)a and in core(F2). Hence, indeed 
# lr,(b, BbG) <~ # -r-r:(b, BbG). 
By a similar argument, it follows that every b-edge e in the set 
Vr,(b, BbG) is in the set Vr,(b, BbG). 
In this case, the set of edges in the core of/-'2 and starting at (e)a is not 
changed by ct. That implies that #Vr~(b, BAG ) <<. #Vr,(b, BbG). 
That completes part (i) for this case. We digress at this point from our 
work on (i) and (ii) and consider (iv). 
(iv) Observe that the inequality A(r2)~fl <~Ar2fl is independent of F2. In 
the case of the G-covering O, the last inequality (applied to O instead of 
/'2) implies that/3 preserves the complexity of Oct, so that the reduction we 
find satisfies the requirements for (iv). 
(ii) As in Case (b2), we choose transversals S,, and Tb for ,,G and bG in 
G, respectively. We have 
~fl= 1-I (A +t~+g;ii) g~eG" I-I (B+b;b) fbfG 
g~ Sa g~ Tb 
= I-I (B+b;b)fbfG. I-I (A+B+5+ii ;~)g~G=p~p2. 
f~Tb gESa 
The middle equality is a consequence of R3 and R4 in the presentation 
of Aut F given in 1-10]. (The relation R4 is 
(A+a;a)(B+b;b)=(B+b;b)(A+B+a;a) ,  AnB=~,~B,  SEA. 
Case (b4): ~ ~ BG, ~ ~ (A + a)G. This case is symmetric to the previous. 
The reduction we choose is PIP2, where p~=(A+B+~+b;b)a  and 
P2 = (A + ,,i; ~)~. 
Case (b5): dEBG, b~AG. Again, we change the notation and write 
A + 1; instead of A. So, ct = (A + ~ + a; a)a and fl = (B + @ + b; b)a, for 
some g in G. Note that, in general, we may not take ~ instead of ~g in 
(B + ,'ig + b; b)a without altering the form of c~. 
In order to find a required reduction for the peak in this case, we first 
exhibit a G-IV-automorphism decreasing the complexity of/ '2. 
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Let % = (A + ~ + a; a).G and flo = (B + 5g + b; b)bG. Since 
a~G = ,,G = .gG = bG, 
we have % = (A aG +/5 + a; a) and flo = (BbG + ~g + b; b). It follows from 
Proposition 10.3 and Proposition 10.5 that % and ,6' 0 form a peak at F2. 
We claim that at least one of the W-automorphims 5o = (A,,G +/~ + a;/~) 
and ~'o = (BbG + 6g + b; 6g) decreases (F2)e. Namely, by Proposition 10.3 
we have 
Ar, 6o=(A,G+~+a)or , (A ,G+5+a)  ~-  #r2~ 
and 
Ar~7o = (BbG+Sg+b)~ 2(BbGT5g+b)  ~-  #r25g. 
Since #b= #5 and #r, ~g-- #r,  5= #r~ a (recall that F2 is a G-graph), 
we obtain that 
A r2 6o + A r2 ?o = A r2 ao + A r2 flo 
which clearly implies the claim. (Observe that this equality makes part (iv) 
valid in this case; namely, it is independent of/ '2 and when applied to (9, 
it implies that both 6o and 7o preserve the complexity of the G-covering O). 
So, at least one of the tV-automorphisms (A bG + /5 + a; /5) and 
(BaG+Sg+b;~g.) decreases (F2)c, and hence, according to Proposi- 
tion 10.5, so does at least one of the G-IV-automorphisms 
6= (A +/5+a;/5)a nd 7=(B+Sg+b;6g)o .  
Suppose 6 decreases (F2)c. The reduction is given in Scheme 8. 
F2 
(A + ~ + b; b)a ~ P2 h /  
g a G 
SombrE 8 
All p~, P2, and P3 are well defined: it follows from the definition of a that 
bG---aG, while the-conditions for fl impose agG c_ bG; since G is finite, we 
get that aG = agG = bG. 
481/150j2-14 
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(i) This follows from the fact that 6 decreases (F2)c, and that 
permutations do not change complexity. 
(ii) We prove that both the triangle and the rectangle in Scheme 8
commute in Ant F. The triangle is in fact the relation considered in Case 
(bl). So we turn to the rectangle, and prove that 
( ;  b) (A+~+b;b)o ,  (A+b+a;b)~176 6 ~7 
i.e., that 3-~ = p j P2- 
Suppose that h is in A, and h is not in AG. Then we have 
h (s~ bh I ~ , bh and h I ~', h t~-~ bh. 
Suppose h is in A and, for some g in  G, /~g is in A. In this case, 
h I s bh.-~g ~ b~. ah.-~g. (a~) ~ = bit. b~ and h ~ h I ~', bh- -~g. 
We now check for a and b:a l  s ba: ~. (b6)a=b and at v ' ,b l  ~',a; 
bl s b l '~bf iandb:~L  ~i  ~-~bfi. 
The rest is obvious. 
Suppose now that y=(B+6g+b; f ig )o  decreases(F2)c. We may take 
P l=(Ag+B+~g+6g;6g)o ,  P2=(~ ~r)o, and p3=(B~,+b~,+a;a)o. 
The argument in this case is symmetric to the preceding. 
This completes Case(b). In accordaned with that, we suppose throughout 
the rest of the proof that 
(A +a) Gc~(B+b)G~O.  
Part (c): Slichtg Peaks to AvoM Crosshzg of SIMe-Along Elements 
In this, and in the following step of our proof, we simplify the search for 
reductions of the peaks. Here we show how to avoid peaks in which the 
slide-along elements of ~ and fl cross each other. More precisely, we prove 
the following sublemma: 
SUBLEMMA. tVe may assume without any lose hz the generality of the 
argument hat if a ~ BG then a E B, attd if b ~ AG, then b E A. 
Let P~_A, R~_B, and P and R are such that AGnBG=PG=RG.  Set 
C=A -P  and D=B-R.  Hence, c~=(C+ P +a; a)o and f l=(D+ R +b; b)o. 
So, assume that a ~ DG or b E CG. 
First we dispose of the easy cases: not both a e DG and b ~ CG at the 
same time. 
Suppose that b eCG and a CDG. Then we simply change the layer- 
representative for fl, so that the slide-along element for t/ is in C (rather 
than being only in CG) and rename the new si!de-along element by b. In 
the case when a ~ DG and b q~ CG we argue symmetrically. 
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The above argument does not allow us to assume that b ~ C and a E D 
whenever b eCG and a eDG. That is because changing the layer- 
representative forcq say, may result in a change of the G-orbit representative 
for b in the new-layer epresentative for ce. We now consider that case. 
After some obvious notational changes we may take ce = (C+ P + b + a; a)a 
and fl = (D + R + at + b; b)a, some t in G. 
It is possible that /5 e CG or eTe DG. In order to smooth the following 
argument we assume that /5 r CG and ,,i r DG (so that we may "forget" ,~ 
and 15 for a while). However, as we shall later explain, the argument we 
give works if/5 e CG or ~7 E DG as well. 
We assume that at ~ a. We say that there is a crossh2g of the slide-along 
elements if this occurs. Observe that utG c bG----- uG, so that, because of the 
finiteness of G, we have a,G = bG = ,G. 
Split the set P into tw'o disjoint subsets, P' and P" as follows: the set P" 
consists of those elements in P which are slid together with the element a 
via fl, that is, along the element bt-; set P'= P -P" .  This induces the parti- 
tion R = R' + R", where R'G = P'G and R"G = P"G. 
Denote oe2=(C+P'+b+a;a)a, al=(P"+a;a)a,  f l l=(R'+b;b)a, 
and f l2=(D+R"+at+b;b)a.  So, a=a la2  and fl=fllfl2. Let YI = (F2) cg 
and ]e" 2 = (if2) fll (see Scheme 9). 
['2 
( P" + - a ~  
J -" r2 
SCIIEME 9 
+ b; b)a 
We shall show that 
Ar l~ 2 ~< zJ r2f12- (*) 
Choose transversals Sa and Tb for aG and bG in G, respectively (since 
oG=bG, we may take S~=Tb). Proposition9.1 implies that o72= 
I-lf~sa (C+ P' +b+6; a) f ~fG and that fl2=I-Ig~ r~ (D+ R" +at+b; b)gbgG. 
According to Proposition 10.6, the inequality (*) is equivalent to 
~. Ar,(C+ P' +b+~; fi)f~fG 
fr  sa 
<~ ~" Ar , (D+R"+at+b;b)  gbgG. 
g~ Tb 
(**) 
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On the other hand, Proposition 10.2 implies that (**) is a consequence 
of the inequalities 
# • (/,' + c + b) f~zO) 
fe  Sa 
<~ ~ #• (R"+D+at)  gb~G) 
gc Tb 
#V r2(bg, ( R" + D +at) g~,eG) 
ge Tb 
(1) 
~< ~ #Vr.(6f, (P'+C+b)f,-,yG). (2) 
f~  Sa 
We prove (1) first. 
Recall that, for a in X -+, A a subset of X ~: and F a covering of F, 
-l-r(a, A) denotes the set of a-edges e, not in core(F), and such that 
star((e)a)nAr162 c. Observe that, with the notation 
above, for every distinct f and f '  in So the sets -l-r,(6f, (P' + C+ b)f,-,yG) 
and .l-r,(iif', (P'+ C+ b)f'~/.G) are disjoint. Thereby, the two numbers on 
the left-hand side and right-hand side of the inequality (1) are respectively 
equal to the cardinalities of the sets L i f t s ,  ' -Lr,(6f (P '+C+b)f~IG) and 
Llgc rb -l-r,(bg, (R" + D + at) gbgG) (H denotes union of disjoint sets). So, 
to show (1) it suffices to find an injection from the first to the second set 
above. 
Let f be in Su and denote M:=lr , ( i i f  (P'+C+b)f,-,fG). Let e be an 
edge in the set M=Hf~soM f, let v and v' be its initial and terminal 
(respectively) vertex in F, ,  and let e' be the bTf-edge starting at v' in )'z- 
The mapping e,--* e' defines an injection from M into the set E(/'2) of edges 
of/"2. To check that, observe that if another edge e, is mapped to e', then 
(e,)r = (e)r (in F,), so that both e~ and e would belong to the core of F,,  
contradicting their choice (see Scheme 10). 
,01 
v and u in the core, and 
(e)r = (el)r ~ e, el in the core 
SCItEME !0 
It remains to be shown that the image of that injection is contained 
in the subset N=Llg~r~Ng of the set E(F~), where NgdC=r_l_r,(bg, 
(R" + D + at) g~gG). 
We start from a "neighbourhood" in the covering F, of an arbitrary edge 
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e belonging to  the set M/ ( fe  S,,) and transform it via 82, ~,, and fl, to a 
neighbourhood of e' in F2- 
A typical neighbourhood in F, of the edge e is shown in Scheme 11. 
17 
T 
F, 
bf + (Cf Cf + P'f) "~IG~ 
SCIIEME 1 ! 
Note that, since ,~G = ,G = bG, we have .~/G = bfG. So, 
(P'+ C+b)f~yG= (P'+ C)f~yG+bf. We apply 82 to the covering F, to 
obtain the covering F~, the relevant piece of which is depicted in 
Scheme 12. 
O t 
bf + (Cf + P'f) -~ya v 
SOIEME 12 
The af-edge starting at v' is brought hl the core of the graph, and hence 
the same is true for the vertex v'. To obtain the covering F2 we apply 8, 
to the covering F, (see Scheme 13). 
,/.)! 
bf + (fff + P'f) ~IG af + P"f alG 
SCHEME 13 
The automorphism 8, moves the edges labelled by P"G along the edges 
labelled by ~G. Observe that (see Scheme 12) if there are (P'~C'~/G)-edges in 
core(:/'-,) starting at the vertex v, then, after applying 8,, they become 
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(P'T,~yG)-edges in the core of the covering/'2 and starting at the vertex v'. 
The af-edge starting at v' in/"2 may, or may not be in core(F2). However, 
in both cases, it is true that there is at least one (af+ P'f,~yG)-edge starting 
at v' and in core(F2). There is one more claim which is implied by our 
conventions about diagrams: we indicated in Scheme 13 that the bTf-edge 
starting at v' is not in the core of/'2. To check that, it suffices to show that 
b~f#bf But if the last inequality is not true, then bT=b, so tEbG, so 
ir o(7, so that at = a. That is contradiction. 
Finally, we apply the automorphism fl~ to the covering/-'2 to obtaining 
the covering :(2 (see Scheme 14). 
v' b i f  _ 
C f ,,ta + {bg I g E G, bg # bif} af + P" f ,,IG 
SCHEME 14 
The G-tV-automorphism f12 moves ,the (P'f~fG)-edges along the 
corresponding (bG)-edges. That shifts these (bG)-edges into the core of/"2, 
starting at the vertex o'. However, the bTf-edge starting at v' remains out 
from the'core of the covering; i.e., none of the (P'f~fG)-edges i  moved 
along the b?f-edge via the automorphism fit. This is because ~fG = b~G, so 
that if otherwise, then some (P~)-edge would go along the b~f-edge, and 
hence, an element in P' would go along b~, contradicting the choice of P'. 
We point out that we do not claim that there are some (bG)-edges in the 
core of ]"2 starting at the vertex v'. We have only showed that there is at 
least one (Cf~IG+bG)-edge in core(/~2) and starting at v', and that those 
labelled by bG are not labelled by b~ Note that all such edges are not 
moved by the automorphism f12. 
To finish the proof of (1), we need to show that the edge e' is in the set 
N. We have already seen that the bTf-edge e' is not in the core of T 2 and 
that there are ((D + R" + at)?fb~G)C-edges in the core of T 2 and starting at 
v' (namely, those edges labelled by CfofG + bG, but not by b?f). On the 
other hand, the elements in P" go along bt via f12, so that the elements 
in P"f~fG go along the elements in bTfojG. Since aG=,,G, we have 
afG = a~fG = bTfG, SO that bl fa fG = bt fb~G = blf. We conclude that all the 
elements in P"foyG go along the element bif Since, clearly, the af-edges are 
slid along the bTf-edges, the non-empty set of (P"f,,iG + af)-edges tarting 
at v' and in core(:(2) is moved by f12 along the b~f-edge starting at v'. 
Before we proceed further, we consider the elements (i and b: suppose 
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temporarily, that d e DG or ~CG. We have not used any information about 
DG in the above argument, so that nothing should be changed if ,~ e DG. 
If, on the other hand, there is an element r in G, such that/~r is in C, then 
we need to intervene slightly in Scheme 14 (the part of /'2). The possible 
existence of an brf-edge terminating at v' and in core(F2), might bring 
some (R'rfb,yG)-edges starting at v' and in core(?'2) (see Scheme 15). But, 
since all such edges are fixed by f12, the explanations given above to show 
I - -  
afG + {bg [ g e G, bg # bif} + R'rf briG af + P"I olG 
SCIIE.~tE 15 
This completes the proof of (1). 
We now start proving the inequality (2). 
Recall that, for an element a in X • and a subset A of X • 
Vr(a, A) denotes the set of edges e in the core of a covering I" 
and such that a e starr((e)a) ~_ A + a. For any g in T b, 
denote Kg=Vr,(bg,(R"+D+at) g~gG), and for f in Sa denote 
L I= Vrl(,,if, (P'C.+ b)f~jG). Observe that K~ is disjoint from Kg., whenever 
gr and, similarly, L f~L] ,=~ i f f#f ' .  So, to prove (2), it is enough 
to establish an rejection" from the set K~ rHg~r~K~" to the set 
L ~f Hf~s Lf. 
We pick an arbitrary bg-edge in some Kg, and let v and u be its initial 
and terminal (respectively) vertex in ~2- Consider the set J=starr,(U)ra 
R'gb~G. Take an element in Ju  {bg}. It is slid along some afin aG via ~. 
Let e' be the af-cdge starting (in Y2) at the vertex v. The mapping e~-*e' 
defines an injection from the set K to the set E(Ft). What is not obvious 
is that the image of K under that injection is contained in the set L. 
We start from the neighborhood of the covering ~2 of a typical 
edge in K (as shown in Scheme l6). Note that, since bG=b~G, 
atg + (R" + D)g bag 
u 
v 
SCln~ME 16 
that e' is in N are applicable in this case too. 
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we have ~G=~,bGg=gb,Gg=b,r so that (R"+D+at) gbgG= 
(R"+ D)gheG+ atg. We apply the automorphism ~-~. It may bringsome 
new edges starting at the vertex v and in the core of the covering/'2, and 
may take the bg-edge out from the core of Y2. In any case, there will be 
at least one (R'gexG+bg)-edge starting at the vertex v in the covering/"2 
(as depicted in Scheme 17). We now use the automorphism ct I. 
at9 + (R" + D)9 6gG b9 + R'9 bag 
u 
SCHV.~E 17 
The only edges (if any) appearing in Scheme 18 and moved by 
the automorphism cq are those labelled by R"gbeG. We now prove 
that the elements in R"gbgG are slid along the element atg via the 
G-automorphism ct~. 
atg + Dg bgG bg + R' g bgG 
Sc1mxm 18 
Let k be an arbitrary clement in R". There is an element h in the set P" 
and an element f~ in G, such that hfl = k. We have the following: h-edges 
go along bLedges via fl; /,'-edges go along b-edges via fl; hfl-edges (so, 
k-edges) go along btfl-edges via fl; so bif~ =b, and thereby f l  e tbG= ~,-Gt. 
On the other hand, h-edges go along a-edges via ct. So, k-edges go along 
afl-edges via ct. Observe that afl eab,-Gt, and recall that bt-G-~aG. Hence, 
k-edges go along at-edges via ct. So, (R"gbgG)-edges go along (atgbgG)- 
edges via cq. But, since b~G= =,~G, we have atgbgG= atg. 
There are (bg+ R'gbgG)-edges starting at the vertex v and in the core of 
the covering 1"-1 (because, as we have observed, the same is true for the 
covering/'5, and cq moves only the (R"gb~G)-edges). It follows from the 
construction that the set of labels of these edges coincides with the set 
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J+ {bg}. The G-IV-automorphism ct 2 slides any clement in that set along 
some af ( fe  G). We next show that no clement in the set bg + R'gbgG goes 
along the element atg via a2. It will follow that the af-edge starting at v in 
YI is indeed not in the core of that graph, as indicated in Scheme 18. 
Firstly, the element bg does not go along atg via ct2. For, if it does, then 
b goes along at. But b goes along a, so that at = a, contradicting one of our 
initial assumptions. 
Next, the elements in R'gbeG do not go along atg via a2. Suppose not, 
so for some g~ in beG and some k in R', we have that k'--kgg~ goes along 
atg via a2. The fact that beg = a,eG implies that kff goes along atg too. So, 
k goes along at via a 2. Now, k = hft, for some f~ in G and some h in P'. 
Since h goes along a via ct, it follows that k goes along af~ via a. Hence, 
af~ = at, so that tf~ e ,G. Thereby, f te  TaG. Recall that k goes along b via 
ft. So, h goes along bf~ via ft. But, we see that bf~ e bT,G = {b~}. So h is in 
P", contradicting the choice of the elements of P". 
We have shown that no element in the set bg + R'gt, gG goes along the 
element atg via the G-W-automorphism ct 2. 
Finally, we apply a 2 to F~ to get F~ (see Scheme 19). Since the set of 
(atg+ DgbeG)-edges starting at v and in core(Y~) is non-empty, and since 
ct 2 does not move its edges, the vertex v remains in the core of FI. The 
(bg+ R'gbeG)-edges which are slid along the af-edge e' (which starts at the 
vertex v) shift it in the core of F~. Hence, the edge e' indeed belongs to the 
set L, as we have claimed. 
(P' + b)f alG 
Scln~.~f~ 19 
Before we make the final conclusion, we need to get back to the elements 
ti and/5 once more: let us see what needs to be modified when ~eDG or 
b ECG. First of all, the above argument needs no information about 
CG--hence 5 ~ CG would have not changed anything. Suppose that ti ~ DG, 
so that, for some r in G, the element ,,ir is in D. Observe that, in this case, 
~,G = aG. The diagram that needs a modification in this case is the one for 
the covering T~. The possible presence of an ~rg-edge starting at v and in 
core(F2) might bring some (P"rg~rgG)-edges in core(Y~) and starting at o. 
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The neighbourhood of tile edge e in the covering 1~ is shown in Scheme 20. 
Since (P"rg,,gG)-edges are not moved by c~, the neighbourhood of the 
edge e' in the covering F~ (Scheme 19) for the case when 5~DG is same 
as for this case too. 
atg + Dg bgG + P"rg b~gG bg + R'g bgG 
v af 
SCHrME 20 
We have proved (2), and it follows that At,82 <~ A r2fl" Hence, 
0 > Ar,~ + Ar2fl = ztr2cq + A r,CC2 + dr2fl~ + zl r2f12 
= A JF2~ 1 +zll-2fl x +zt r2fl2--Ztrl~ 2• z~q~ l + Ar2fln. 
We conclude that at least one of the G-lV-automorphism cc I and fit 
decreases (F2)c. This enables us to slice the original peak into two nicer 
peaks, as described below. 
Note at this point that (iv) is preserved in this step of the proof, for it 
follows from the above inequality that both ~1 and fin preserve the 
complexity of the (complexity-minimal) covering O. 
Suppose the automorphism COl decreases (F2)c. In this case the peak 
(e, fl,/'2) is split onto two subpeaks, (~, ~t,/ '2) and (el, fl, F2), in each of 
which there are no crossings of slide-along elements. 
If fl~ decreases (F2)c, then analogous conclusions bold. 
This completes the proof of the sublemma. Accordingly, we may assume 
throughout he rest of the proof of the Lemma A, that 
if aeBG then aeB, and if beAG, then b~A. 
We make two additional conventions concerning the slide-along 
elements in ~ and ft. Since we may change (if necessary) the layer- 
representative of fl, we may assume that 
if beaa, then f l=(B+a;a)o; 
if b e 5G, then fl = (B + 5; 5)(;. 
We emphasize that we shall apply this throughout he rest of the proof 
of the iemma. 
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Part (d): Slich~g Peaks to AvoM Crosshlg Subsets of the hltersection Set 
We proceed to further simplify the search for reductions, again by 
suitably slicing the original peak. 
Assume P__.A and R~_B, AGnBG=PG=RG,  C=A-P ,  and 
D=B-R.  So, c~=(C+P+a;a)c, and [ J=(D+R+b;b)c,.  Define P' to be 
the subset of P consisting of those elements in P which are slid via [1 along 
some element in b,G. Note that {b} is (in general, properly) contained 
in baG. Denote P"=P-P '  and R=R"+R' ,  where R'G=P'G and 
R"G = P"G. We call the set P", the crosshzg subset of the set P. 
In this step we shall show how to avoid crossing subsets. Again, we shall 
achieve that by splitting the original peak into pairs of nicer peaks. The 
result will be that we may assume, without losing in the generality of the 
remaining argument, hat the crossing set P" is empty. Proposition 9.2 will 
then imply that we may always assume 
whenever AGnBGr then AGc~BG=PG where 
A=P+C and B=P+ D. 
Define ctz=(P" +a;a)~, ct~=(C + P' +a;a)c~, fl~=(D+ R' + b;b)G, 
and [12=(R"+b;b)6. Clearly, ct=cqct 2 and P=/J l~2 (see Scheme 21). 
F2 
(C + P' + a;~)c .. . .-~ 
a, r2~b;b)o  
FI ra 
We shall prove that 
We emphasize that: 
SC;~E.~E 21 
A r,~ 2 <~ A r,[/2. (it) 
(a) it is possible that aEDG (so that, by part (c), aeD), or ~eDG, 
or b ~ CG (so that b e C), or/5 e CG. 
(b) it might be that b~aG (so that, by the last convention in part 
(c), b = a), or that b e cIG (so that, b = ti). 
To simplify the argument, we suppose that none of these is true. 
However, as we shall explain later on, the argument we give does work in 
the cases (a) and {b) too. 
Let S~ be a transversal for oG in G, and let Tb be a transversal for bG 
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in G. Arguing as in the proof of the inequality (,) in part (c) of the'proof 
of this lemma, we conclude that (*) is a consequence of the inequalities 
# ir,(~f, P"f~fG) < Z # Ir,(bg, R"g~G) (3) 
f~So gc Tb 
#Vr2(bg, R"gb~G)<<. ~ #Vr,(~f, P"f~rG). (4) 
g,  TI, fe  Sa 
We prove (3) first. 
For f an element in S,,, denote by Mf the set • P"f~fG). 
Apparently, M, is a subset of E(Ft). Tile set {M/IfeSa} consists of 
pairwise disjoint sets. So, the number on the left-hand side of the inequality 
(3) is equal to the cardinality of the set M ~t He, s ~ 3/z. Similarly, for g in 
Tb, denote by N~ the set of edges .l_r,(bg, R"g~gG). The number of the 
right-hand side of the inequality (3) is equal to the cardinality of the set 
N~ rH~ErbNg. We conclude that, to prove (3), it suffices to find an 
injection from 3I to N. 
Let e be an edge in 3t. So, there is an f in S,~ such that e is labelled by 
dfand belongs to the set 3Iz. Let o be its initial vertex. There is an element 
h in starrl(V)n P"f~fG. Suppose h goes along some bg via B. Let v'= (e)~ 
(in FI), and let e' be the bg-cdge coming out from v' in/-'~. The mapping 
~b, which associates to any edge e in M the edge e' as defined above, is 
clearly an injection. It remains to be shown that (M)~b_c N. 
As we have done it frequently by now, we transform (a neighbourhood 
of the edge e in) F~ into (a neighbourhood of e' in) Yz, using, successively, 
~2, ~t, and ~ and at the same time, prove that, indeed, (M)~___ N. 
,o t 
! 
I'1 lay 
SCHEME 22 
Scheme 22 shows the neighbourhood of e in Ft. We apply to it the 
automorphism ~2 to obtain a piece of the covering Y, (see Scheme 23). 
T1 v~ 
P" I -~ I G v 
SCHE,',tE 23 
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The vertex v'= (e)~ and the af-edge coming out from it are in the core 
of the covering r~. The G-W-automorphism ~ transforms 1"1 to/-'2, a part 
of which isdepicted in Scheme 24. 
,0 t 
P"f ~yG af + (P' + C)f ayG 
SOIEME 24 
As it is shown, there are some (af+ (C+ P')foyG)-edgcs, starting at the 
vertex v' and in the core of the covering F2. This includes the possibility 
that the af-edge is the only such edge. 
Finally, we use the G-IV-automorphism//1 (see Scheme 25). 
T2 v ~ bg 
P"f ~IG af + bf ,tG + Cf aia 
SCtlE,~IE 25 
This requires more explanations. First of all, since a (~ DG, the element af 
is not moved by the automorphism//~. The elements in the set P'farG are 
slid along the elements in the set bfayG via ill. To prove that, recall that 
the elements in P' go along the elements in baG via B. Hence, the elements 
in P'fa:G go along the elements in the set baGfofG=bf~fGa/G = bfa/G. 
We now show that the bg edge starting at v' in Y2 is indeed not in the 
core of the graph /"2. To do that, we have to check that none of the 
elements in P"f~yG is slid along an element in bf,/G via /12 (recall the 
construction of the bg-edge starting at v' in r2: it is an edge, along which 
at least one (P"f,:G)-edge is moved via/3). 
We prove the last claim in the following few lines. 
Suppose the. claim is false. Then, there are h' in P", g~ in ,:G, andf~ in 
a:G such that h'fg~ is slid along bff~ via //2. So, h~ c is slid along bffl ~ 
(ebfa/G) via//2, so that h' is slid along/in element in the set bfa/Gf= bag 
via//2. This is incompatible with the definition of the set P". 
So, we have proved that the bg-edge e', starting at the vertex v' in the 
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covering Y2, is not in the core of/"z. Another consequence of the fact that 
no (P"f,yG)-edge is moved along a (bfa/G) via fl, is that there are some 
edges starting at v' and in the core of 2" 2, which are moved along the 
bg-edge via/'/2 (namely, the (P"f~fG)-edge labelled by h). Finally, there are 
some edges starting at v' and in core(Y2), which are not moved by //2: 
those labelled by the elements in the set af+bfa/G+Cf~/G. All that 
implies that the (bg)-edge ' is in the set N, as required. 
We return now to (a) and (b). 
Suppose (a) is true. The modifications needed for all subcases of (a) are 
listed below. 
9 ifaeD, then erase aff rom Scheme25 (the part of 2"2); 
9 if ~ DG, nothing should be changed; 
9 if b e C, then the only new point is that the sets bf,fG and Cfo:G 
are now not disjoint; 
9 suppose ,6 e CG, so that, for some i in G, br is in C; in this case the 
automorphism fll may bring some ((D+ R')rfbrfG)-edges starting at v' 
and in core(Yz) (Scheme 25) needs change); the edge e' is still in N. 
Suppose (b) is true. This clearly excludes (a). 
9 suppose b=a; instead of af+b/~G in Scheme 25, we now have 
bf,yG; no other changes are necessary; 
9 suppose b=6;  in this case fll slides the elements in the set 
(D + R')~G along ,,i, so that it may bring some ((D + R')f~:G)-edges in the 
core of Y 2 (Scheme 25); the edge e' remains in N. 
This concludes the proof of (3). 
Remark (this will be used in the proof of the inequality (4)). We shall 
prove below that the set R" is the crossing set for R, i.e., that R" consists 
of those elements in R which are not slid along (abG)-edges via cc It follows 
from that and from the symmetry between ct and fl, that a notational 
modification of the proof of (3) produces a proof of 
Z #-Lr~(,6g, R"g~gG)<~ Z #-l-r,(af, P"fa/G)" (3') 
ge Ti, f ~ So 
Proof (that R" is the crossing subset of the set R). 
1. Elements in R' go along the elements in abG via ct. 
Take any k in R'. Then there is some f~ in G and h in P', such that 
k = hf~. By the definition of the set P', the element h goes along an element 
in the set b,,G via ft. On the other hand, since k goes along b via fl, we have 
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that h goes along bfl via ft. So, bfl eb,,G, and hencefl e ~GbG. Since h goes 
along a via a, it follows that k goes along af~ via ct. So, k is slid along an 
element in'the set a,,GhG = abG. 
2. Elements in the set R" do not go along elements in the set ahG 
via ct. 
Suppose that is not true. Then there would be an element k in R", slid 
along some element in the set abG. So, suppose that k goes along some 
agt, g~ ~ hG. By the definition of R", there are elementsf~ in G and h in P", 
such that k = hf~. Since ~x slides h along a, it slides k along aft. Hence, 
afl =ag~, so thatf j  e ,GbG. Since k goes along b via//, we have that h goes 
along bfl via ft. But bfl 6bbG~G=b,,G, contradicting the definition of the 
set P". 
We now start proving the inequality (4). We shall prove that it follows 
from the inequality (3). 
Denote K~ = V r,(bg, R"g bgG) (g ~ Tb) and Ly=Vr,(~f, P"f ~fG) ( f  E S,,). 
It follows immediately from the definition of these sets that K e c~ Kg.= 
if gvLg ' (g,g'ETb), and that Llc~Lr=f~ if f#f '  (f,f '~S,,). So, the 
number on the left-hand side of (4) is equal to the number of elements in 
the set K d=,r Hgc r~ Ks, while the one on the right-hand side of (4) is equal 
to the number of elements in the set L ~f Hfc s~ Lf. So, it is enough to find 
an injection from K to L. 
Let e be an arbitrary edge in K. So, for some g in T~,, e belongs to some 
Kg, and hence e.is a bg-edge. Let u be its initial vertex in Y z. Since the set 
starr,(U)c~R"gbgG is not empty, there is an element h in it. Suppose h is 
slid along some af ( fe G) via ~. Let e' be the af-edge starting at u in Y2. 
Then, clearly, e' is not in the core of the covering /'2- The mapping ~, 
defined by the correspondence e ~ e' is obviously an injection from K into 
the set Edge(Fi). It remains to be shown that, for any edge e, the edge e' 
as defined above, is in the set L. The neighbourhood of the edge e in the 
covering )"2 is depicted in Scheme 26. 
RUg bgG 
tJ 
U 
SC~EStE 26 
We apply to it. the automorphism //2 to obtain the covering F3 (see 
Scheme 27). 
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R"g b~G (R"g bgG) c 
~ - - o  U 
v bg 
ScriE.~1~ 27 
Let v be the terminal and u the initial vertex of the cdge e in the covering 
Y2 (in /'3 too). The edge e belongs to the set .Lr3(bg, R"g&G). According 
to the proof of the inequality (3') (and (3)) the edge e' belongs to the set 
_Lr1(af, P"f,,:G). Hence, the af-edge e' is not in the core of the covering 1"-, 
and star(u) c~ P"f,r v ~ ~ ~ star(u) c~ (P"f,,:G) c (see Scheme 28). 
P"f (P"f =sO)' 
u af 
SCHEME 28 
After applying ct2 we obtain the covering/-', (see Scheme 29). 
ptt f afG tz 
SCIIEME 29 
It is clear that the af-edge e' starting at the vertex u and in F, belongs 
to the set L, as required. 
This proves the inequality (4) (including cases (a) and (b)) and the 
inequality (~-) follows. 
We conclude that at least one of the G-IV-automorphisms 
oq=(C+P'..t-a;a)c; and f l ,=(D+R'+b;b)G decreases (F2)c. If tx~ 
decreases (F2)c, then our original peak (a, fl, F2) is split onto two 
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subpeaks: (ct, cq, F2), and (cq, fl,/-'2). In each of the two new peaks there 
are no crossing intersection sets. The conclusions are analogous if B~ 
decreases (Fz)c. 
Our final conclusion in this part of the proof of the iemma is that, when- 
ever ~ = (A + a; a)o and fl = (B+ b; b)o form a peak at /'2, then we may 
suppose that all elements in the subset P of .4 defined by PG = AG n BG, 
are slid along elements in the set b~G via the G-IV-automorphism ft. So, 
from now on, we assume that 
there are no crosshlg subsets of the hltersectl'on sets P and R. 
Part (e): (A + a) G ~ (B + b)G or (B + b)G~_ (A + a)G 
Because of the symmetry, we may consider only the case 
(A+a)G~(B+b)G.  
The first subcase we consider in this case is aG = bG and the remaining 4
subcases are the list of all possible relations (within our hypothesis) among 
the elements 6 and b on one side and the sets BG and AG, respectively, on 
the other. 
We shall go through all these subcases. As in part (b) of the proof of the 
lemma, we check (i) and (ii). Occasionally, in sortie typical cases, we shall 
verify that part (iv) of the lemma is true and that the G-W-automorphism 
arising are well defined. 
Case (el): aG=bG. In this case, ~=(A+a;a)a and f l= 
(A~+D+a;a)c, where A~ is a subset of B, defined by AG=A~G. Since we 
have assumed that there are no crossing subsets for cc and fl, we may take 
= (A + D + a; a)a. A reduction of the peak is p, = (D + a; a)c. Every part 
of Lemma A is obvious in this instance. 
Case (e2): 6~BG, br According to parts (c) and (d), we may 
assume that there is g in G, such that B=A +C+a+~g, so that 
f l=(A+C+a+6g+b;b)6 .  
A reduction of length 2 is p~=(Ag+C+a+6g+b;b)r  and 
P2 = (A + a; a)~. 
We show that p~ is well defined (this is obvious for Pz). The non-obvious 
part is that the G-stabilizers of the elements in Ag are subgroups of the 
group bG. To check it, suppose h E A. Then hgG = ~hGg ~ ~,,Gg = agG ~ bG. 
(i) Let / '=(F I )P l .  We need to prove that (l~)c<(F2)c. We shall 
prove more: that the slope of p, at F~ is not bigger than the slope of fl at 
/'2, i.e., that ,4~r,j,p ~ <~Ar~fl (this will be independent of F2, so that, when 
applied to O as in-part (iv), we shall obtain (O~p~)c= (0)c, and part (iv) 
will follow). 
451/150/2-15 
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According to Proposition 10.5, it suffices to prove that 
Ar,(Ag + C +a+ 6g + b; b)bG <<.dr2(A + C + a+ 6g + b; b)bG, 
which, on the other hand is a consequence of
# lrl(b, AgbG -b CbG + abG + fzgbG ) 
<~ # _l_r2(b, A bG + C bG + a hG + 6g hG) (l) 
and 
# Vr2(b, A b G + CbG -1- abG + agbG) 
<. #Vr,(b, AgbG + CbG q- abG + agbG). (2) 
First we prove the inequality (1). 
Let e be an edge in the set M ~r -I-r,(b, AgbG + ChG + abG + agbG). We 
shall show that the mapping determined by the correspondence e ~-~ e is an 
injection from M into the set N~ r _l_rz(b, A bG+ CbG+ abG+6gbG). The 
injectivity is trivial, so it remains to be seen that all such edges e are in the 
set N. We explain that in Scheme 30 and comments below. 
F1 v b 
~ - - - -  , I P  . . . .  
(Ag + C + a + ~g) ba ((Ag + C + a + ~g) ha) o 
F~ v b 
- - - - ~  ' IP  
(A + C + a + Eg) bG ((A + C + a + Eg) bG) e 
SCtlEME 30 
The inequality (I) follows from the following observations. 
1. The elements in AgoG are slid along elements in 8gsG via 8. 
2. The elements in A bG are slid along the elements in ~bG via 8, so 
that, even.in the "worst case", when starr,(v) c~ (Ag + C+ ~g + a)bG = {af} 
for some f in bG, there are still some elements in the set starr,(v)c~ 
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(A+C+6g+a)~,G, which will then be a subset of Af,,iG+{af}= 
.4o6f+ {,~f} (___A~G+a~6). 
3. The" elements in the set starr,(V) rn ((Ag + C + a + 6g) bG)'" are not 
moved by c~, save those in AG-AgbG. But the latter are slid along 
elements in the set {6flf~G, 6fr via a, so that there are elements 
in the set starr2(V) c~ ((A + C+a+6g)hGy. 
4. Finally, observe that the edge e is not in the core of the 
covering/-'2. 
The inequality (2) follows similarly, as we indicate in the following 
paragraph (see Scheme 31 ). 
(A + C + a +~g) bG 
(C + a + ~g) bG l~a 
I) 
SCIIE.~E 31 
Let e be an edge in the set Vr,(b, AbG+CbG+abG+6ghG ). As 
depicted in Schemes 30 and 31, the edge e is in the set 
Vr,(b, AgbG+CbG+abG+6gbG) too. Notice that the G-W-auto- 
morphism ~ slides the elements in tile set .4 bG along the element a, so that 
if star/.2(v ) c~ A bG :r ~ ,  then starr,(V) n abG ~ ~. 
This completes the proof of the inequality (T)c<(F2)c, and part (i) 
follows. 
(ii) We check the non-trivial cases (we shall occasionally use 9 to 
denote multiplication in F and in order to facilitate keeping track of the 
images of the elements). 
1. ,~ ~ ~ i ' ,  (bg) 6b; ~ i P', (bg) ,~b i p2, (bg) 6,6. 
2. bl~blt~,b;blP' ,blP2~b. 
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3. Suppose hEA, flCAG, and hr In this case we have 
h, ~ 5h ~ (b~,) 6t~ .bh = (b~,) 5It and It " P'~ (b~,) h J p2 (b~) 5h. 
"4. Suppose hEA andz__for some f in G, hfeA. We have 
h, ~ , fil~(af) , p , (b~,) 615 .bh(bf ). [ba(~,)] f = (b~) ah(af)(5~f) and h , P'~ 
(bg) h(b~) I p2 (bg). ah(af). (Sgf). 
5. Sujgpose h EA and, for some f in G, hf~C. We have 
h i 5 6h ~-~ (b~,) 65. bh(fff) and h i P', (bg) h(fff) t P', (bg)- 6h-(b-f). 
This completes Case (e2). 
Case (e3): 6r bCAG. In accordance with parts (c) and (d) in this 
proof, we may take ~=(A+a;a)a and f l=(A+C+a+b;b)6 .  The 
reduction we choose is Pl = (C +a+b; b)a, p2=~. 
(i) Let Y=(F~)pl.  We shall prove that (Y)c<(F2)c, by showing 
that Ar~ p~ <~dr~[I. As we have seen previously, Proposition 10.5 implies 
that the last inequality follows from 
# • CbG + abG) <~ # -l-r2(b, A bG + CbG + abG) (3) 
and 
#Vr2(b, A bG + CbG + abG ) <~ #Vr,(b, CbG + abG). (4) 
The mapping e F--~e is an injection from the set of edges in 
• cbG+abG) to the set of edges in Ir2(b, AbG+CbG+abG ). Each 
particular assertion implied by Scheme 32 is easy to prove, and the 
outcome is an argument for the inequality (3). 
f ~ f r  
C bG+a bG (C bG+a bG) c 
C bG + a bG + A bG (C bG + a ~G + A bG) c 
SC~IEME 32 
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We only remark that the elements in the set A bG are  slid along the 
elements in the set ,'ihG, so that there might be elements in starr2(V) n A bG 
(as indicated in Scheme 32 depicting a part of the covering/"2). 
Similarly, it is easy to check that the mapping e ~ e is an injection from 
the set Vr2(b,A~G+ChG+ahG) into the set Vr,(b, ChG+a~G). An 
argument is suggested in Scheme 33. 
(A + C + a) bG 
V 
(C + a) bG 
V 
SCIIEME 33 
(ii) The reducing element we have chosen in this case is same as the 
one for Case (b3); hence, it is trivial in Aut F. 
Case (e4): 6eBG, beAG. Parts (c) and (d) of this proof allow us to 
assume that ct = (A + b + a; a)~ and that fl = (A + C + 6g + b; b)~ for some 
gin G. 
A reduction we find is Pl = (A + C~ + @ + ~ + b; b)~, P2 = (,,] ~g)a, and 
P3 = (C + b + ag; ag)~. 
First we show that pt's are well defined. We have ngG ~_ bG ~ aG, so that 
,,gG = aG. Similarly, bgG = bG. Finally, the G-stabilizers of the elements in 
C~ are subgroups of bG, since if h is in C, then h~G ~ b~G so that bgG = bG. 
The rest is obvious. 
(i) It suffices to prove that (~l)C<(F2)c (Y t=( r l )p l ) .  By 
Proposition 10.5, it is enough to prove that Ar, p'~<<.Ar2llo, where p'~= 
(AgbsG+CbsG+a~-@+bg;bg) and f lo=(AbG+CbG+a+@+b;b) .  
Now, since #r, bg= #r,b = #r,. b (8 changes only the number of edges in 
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the cores and labelled by the elements in a• the last inequality is a 
consequence of
( Ag ~G + C b~G + a + ~g + bg ) o r, ( Ag ~G + C b~G + a + ~g + bg ) ~ 
<<. (AbG + CbG + a+ ~g + b)or, (A ~G + ChG + a+ ~g + b) ~. 
So, let v be a vertex in the core of the covering I'~, such that 
starr,(V) c~ ( Ag bsG + C ~G + a + 6g + bg ) 
~- j~ ~- starrj(V) n (Ag bgG + C bx.G + a + ~g + bg) ~. 
We need to check that 
starr2(V) c~ ( A bG + C bG + a + ~g + b) 
-r ~ :/: starr2(V ) c~ (A bG + C bG + a + 6g + b )". 
The last relation is a consequence of the following remarks. 
1. Elements in the set AgbgG go along 6g~G=6g via ~. 
2. The element bg goes along ,,Tg via ft. 
3. C bgG : C bG. 
4. If the set starr,(V)C~U ~ is non-empty (the notation from 
Scheme 34"), then the set starr~(V) ~ V ~ is non-empty. This is trivial in all 
cases, except when starr~(V)~ U~ (A + b)G. But, in that case, there will 
be elements in the set ,,iG in starry(V)c~ W. 
Uc ~ Vc 
U=(Agb~G+CbgG+a+ag+b9) -V-=(AbG+CbG+a+~rg+b  
SCm.',fE 34 
(ii) As in the previous corresponding case, we check that cTfl and 
PlP2P3 agree on X -+. 
1. a I ~, a I t~ ba(5~); a I P~, (bg) a~ ~ b(ag)(5~,) ~ b(6g)(ag)~] 
= ba(tSg). 
2. b l -~  tib~ t~; (b~)6/~.b= (b~)~i; bl p', bl p2, bgl p', [b(6g)] ~= 
(bg) ~. 
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. Suppose h ~ A and/i ~ (A + C) G. 
h ~ fih ~ t~ (bg) lib. bh = (bg) 6h; 
h i vt, bh i t,, (b~,) h ~ [b(6g)] ~ ./i = (bg) ,,i//. 
4. Suppose h E A and, for some f in G,/if~ A. 
h i ~, 6h(af) ~ r (bg) fib. bh(fff).  [ba(/J~)] f = (bg) 6h(af)(b~dr); 
h ~-~ bh(-~f) ~ P', (bg).h.  (b~)~ P', (bg) ~ .h. [a(bg)] f=  (bg) 6h(af)(b~Or). 
5. Suppose h e A and, for some f in G, hf~ C. 
h i ~, al, i P, (bg) ~b. bh(~f) = (bg) 6/,(bff); 
h ~;', bh(~gf)~ p2, (b~).h.  [(/Sg) gf]  = (b~)l l(bf) t -~ 
(bg) 6. h(tig/) 9 [(ag) ,6] f 
= (bg) 6h(bf ). 
6. Suppose h~ C and h~ (A + C) G. 
h I "~, h t t~ bh; h I r (bg) h ~ bit ~ P'~ b(~g). (ag) h = bit. 
. Suppose h~ C and, for some f in G,/~fe C. 
h t ~---~ h l t~ bh(~f'f); 
h I a,> (bg) I1(bg~) ~- ,  b. h. bf  [ P~, b(6g) 
I 
(ag) Ill(fig) f ] . [(ag)/~[ f=  bh(bf ). 
This completes Case (e4). 
Case (e5): fie BG, beAG.  According to parts (c) and (d) of this proof, 
we may suppose that ~ = (A + b + a; a)o and that 13 = (A + C + a + b; b)o. 
The automorphism % = (A ,,G + b + a; a) and [3o = (A bG + CbG + a --I- b; b) 
form a peak at.F2 (Proposition 10.5). Proposition 10.3 implies that at least. 
one of the automorphisms (A bG + b + a; a) and (A aG + C,G + b + a; a) 
decreases (/'2)e. So (by Proposition 10.5), the same is true for the pair of 
G- W-automorphisms (A + b + a; b)o and (A + C + b + a; a)o. 
In both cases we may slice the original peak into two peaks (as 
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illustrated in Scheme 35), one covered by Case (el), and the other by the 
reduction we exhibit below. 
['2 
rt ~ ~  ~(e l )  '''Fa 
subca.se /(A+b+a;b) next ] c 
r2 
rl ~ ~'7 subcase 
/ 
(A +C +b+a',a)a 
SCttE.ME 35 
It is obvious that the G-automorphisms in the reduction of the peak (see 
Scheme 36) are well defined, and that (FI) c = (~) c, where /"= (Fl) pt. 
r2 
= (D + b + a; b)a 
~ = (D + b+ a , 'a~ oo ~"~ r3 
r~. . . .~  / - ~ - +  b + ~;~)a 
(~ 
\b 
SCHEME 36 
(ii) It suffices to check that 3-? and PtP2 agree on D+b+a.  
1. a lg~a l  r~ba;a l t ' t )b lm~ba.  
2. bl S, ab~ ~', (ab)b=5;b~P' )a lP ' , t i .  
3. Let hED and suppose h~DG. 
ht S> aht ~'~ 5~.bh=ah; hl p') htm~ ah. 
. Suppose he D and hfe D for some f in G. 
h ~ 5h(~f) I ' ,  5l; .bh(ff'f. [(ba)f])  
= 5h(af); h ~ h ~ 5h(af). 
We observe that the validity of (iv) is not altered by the last operation: 
it follows from the above argument that both (A+b+a;b)a  and 
(A + C + b ~ a; a)a preserve (O) c. 
This finishes Case (e5) and completes step (e). 
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Part (f): The General Case 
We now consider the remaining cases: 
~ #(A +a) Gc~(B+b) G 
(A +a) G# (A +a) Gc~ (B+b) G#(B+b)  G. 
We split this case onto 14 subcases ((fl) to (f14)) in which we list all the 
possible relationships (within our hypothesis) among the elements a, 6, b, 
and /~ on one side and the sets (A + a) and (B+ b) on the other. We set 
A =C+P, B=D+R,  where AGc~BG=PG=RG. 
Case (fl): a ~ (B + b) G, b r (A + a) G, no restrictions on ~i and t5. As 
indicated we shall not use any information about 6 and/5 in this case; so, 
the following argument covers the case when aG = 5G or 6 ~ BG or/~ e AG. 
In this case, ~ = (C+ P + a; a)a and p = (D + R + b; b)c. We shall prove 
that at least one of 6=(C+a;a)G and ~=(D+b;b)~ decreases (F2)c. 
Since ,4r2Ct+,dr, P<O, it is enough to prove that 
Ar, 6 + dr2~ <<. At2 a + dr2[~. (*) 
Before we do that, we digress to point out that the argument we shall 
provide is independent of the covering /'2. So, the inequality (.) with O 
instead of F2 (0 is as in part (iv) of the statement in the lemma) implies 
that both 6 and ~ preserve (0)e,  so that (iv) is true. 
Let Sa be a transversal for aG in G and let Tb be a transversal for bG 
in G. According to Propositions 9.1 and 10.6, we have 
dr26+Ztr2T = ~ Arz(C+a;a) goeG+ ~ Ar2(D+b;b)fbf G. 
ge So f~ Tb 
This equality and Proposition 10.3 imply that (,) is a consequence of
E 
g ~ S,, 
( Cg agG + ag ) o ( Cg agG + ag ) c 
+ ~. (DfbfG + bf)o (DfbiG + bf) ~ 
fe  Tb 
< • (Ago G + ag) o (Agone + ag) c 
gES~ 
+ Z (BfbfG + bf)o (BfyG + bf)q (**) 
fe  Tb 
Denote the number on the left-hand side of the inequality (**) by LS, 
and the number on the right-hand side of (**) by RS. 
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According to Proposition I0.1, we have 
LS= ~ [(Cgo~G+ag)o(Ago.G+agy 
gESa 
+ (CgagG + ag) o (Ag,gG + ag) ~ o (Pg~gG) 
+ (Cg~gG + ag)o (Pg~gG)] 
+ ~,, [(DfbyG + bf) o (BfblG + bf) ~ 
fE  r b 
+ (Dfb/G + bf) o (BfbyG + bfy  o (RfbyG) 
+ (DfblG + bf)o (nA+G)]. 
For any subsets At,A2 ..... A~ of X • denote by s(A~orA2or . . . .  rA~) 
the set of vertices in a covering F contributing to the number A~orA2o r 
. . . .  rA~. It is obvious that the sets s(AtoA2 . . . . .  Ag) corresponding to 
the summands AtoA 2 . . . . .  Aj in the sum 
LS'= ~ [(Cg.xG+ag)o(Ag~gG+ag) ~ 
geS~ 
+ (Cg~gG + ag) o (Ag.gG + ag) ~ o (Pg.eG)] 
+ ~" (Df~sG + bf) o (RfbjG) 
f~  Tb 
are mutually disjoint. Observe further, that each vertex in these sets is a 
vertex in the set s((Ag,eG + ag)o (Ag~gG + ag)C), for some g in S,,. Hence, 
LS'<~.e+so(AgagG+ag)o(Ag~eG+ag) c. By symmetry, the sum of the 
remaining three Z's in LS is not bigger than the number 
~f~ Tb ( Bf bfG q" bf) o ( Bf bfG q- bf) ~. So, LS <~ RS, as asserted. 
We have proven that one of (C + a; a)o and (D + b; big decreases (/'2)c. 
If (C+a;a)G does, then the original peak splits onto the peaks 
(~,(C+a;a)~,F2) and ((C+a;a)~,[3, F2) which are covered by the 
subcases (el) and (bl), respectively. If (D + b; b)~ decreases (/"2) c, then 
our peak is split onto (~, (D + b; b)c,/ '2) and ((D + b; b)G, fl, F2), covered 
by the subcases (bl) and (el), respectively. 
Case (f2): a~(B+b)G,  h(~(B+b)G, b~AG, and ~(A+a)  G. 
Under .the conditions of this case, there is some g in G such 
that ~=(A+a+bg;a)G=(C+P+a+bg;a)~,  and f l=(B+b;b)G= 
(D+R+b;b)c .  It follows from step (c) that we may suppose that 
ct = (A + a -~ b; a)G. 
Set buG= {b~ =b, b2=bg2,..., bp=bgp}, g~, gp ..... gp~G, p>>. 1. 
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Since there are no crossing subsets of the set P, all elements of the set 
P are moved along some b;, 1 ~< i~< p, via p. 
Let c~ o=( C ,,G + P oG + b ,,G + a; a) and flo = ( D bG + R bG + b; b ). Since ct 
and fl form a peak at F2, it follows from Proposition 10.5 that tXo and flo 
form a peak at F2 too. 
Observe that, since R ~ P ,,G, we have R bG ~_ P ,,G bG = P ,,G. 
Propositions 10.1 and 10.3 imply that at least one of the automorphisms 
(RbG + b; b) and (C,,G + P,,G + b,,G + DhG + a; a) decreases (/-'2) c. 
Suppose (RbG+b;b)decreases (/"2)c. Then, by Proposition 10.5, the 
G-automorphism (R+b;b)a  decreases (F2)c to~. Our peak splits into 
(c~, (R + b; b)c;, F2) and ((R + b; b)6, ,6, F2), covered respectively by Cases 
(e3) and (el). 
Suppose 6~ = ( C ,,G + P ,,G + b ,,G + D b G + a; a) decreases (F2) c. Then tS~ 
and (Dg2b2G+Rg2b2G+b2;b2) form a peak at F2. Using again Proposi- 
tions 10.1 and 10.3, we conclude that at least one of the automor- 
phisms (Rg2b2G+b2;bz) and (C,~G+ P,,G+b,,G+ DbG+ Dg2b,G+a;a) 
decreases (1"2) c (observe that Rg2b2G ~ P,,G). If (Rg2bzG + b2; b2) does, 
then so does (R + b; b)a and we slice the peak as shown above. Suppose 
the other automorphism decreases (F2)c. Then we iterate this process p 
times, to achieve at the end that the G-W-automorphism 
decreases (F2) c. 
We now prove that IIe,=l Dg~,,G=D,,G. 
It is clear that H~',_ ~ Dgib,G is a subset of the set D,G, since every set in 
the disjoint union is a subset of D,G. To prove the opposite inclusion, 
choose an arbitrary element y in the set D,G. Then, for some k in D, and 
some g in ,G, y=kg. There is an i in {1,2 .... ,p}, such that bgi=bg. 
Hence, g ~ hGgt = g~b,G, and therefore kg ~ DgjbG. 
We proved in this case, that, if (R + b; b)a does not decrease (F2) c, then 
the W-automorphism (C,G + P,G + b,G + D,G + a; a) decreases (F2) c. If 
the last automorphism decreases (Fz)c, then, by Proposition 10.5, so does 
the G-JV-automorphism 7=(C+P+b+D+a;a)a .  The new peaks 
(e, 7,/"2) and (7, B, F2) are covered by Cases (el) and (e3), respectively. 
Case (t3):. aeBa,  O~(B+b)G, b~(A+a) G, and /~(A+a) G. This 
case is symmetric to the preceding. 
Case (f4): aq~(B+b) G, gleBG, be.4G, and /~r In this 
case we have e=(C+P+b+a;a)a ,  and, for some g in G, 
/~ = (O + R + b + ~ig; b)a. It follows from part (d) and Proposition 9.2 that 
we may suppose that P=R,  so that ~=(D+P+b+~g;b)a .  
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Observe first that ,,G = bG = ogG = aeG = sgG = bgG = bG. 
Consider the W-automorphisms C~o= (CaG+ P,,G+b+a;a) and 
flo = (D bG + P bG + 6g + b; b). It follows from Proposition 10.5 that C~o and 
flo form a peak at F 2. We shall prove that at least one of the W-auto- 
morphisms ~q=(CoG+a;a), ~,2=(PbG+b;b), 73=(D~G+~g;6g), and 
"14 = (ChG + PbG + DbG + a + ~g + b; b) decreases (1"2) c. 
Proposition 10.3 implies that 
4 
d r2yi 
i= l  
=(C~G+a)o(CaG+a) c 
- #a+ (PbG+b)o(PbG+b) c - #b 
+ (D~C+~g)o(D.,g+~g) c -  #~g 
+(CbG+ PbG+ DbG+~g+a+b)o(CbG+ PbG+ DbG+~g+a+b) c 
-#b.  
We know that # 6g = # a. Now we list some equalities, each of which is 
a special instance of Proposition 10.1 
(CaG + a) o (CaG + a) ~ 
=(CaG+a)o(A,,G+b+a)~ +(C,,G+a)o(PbG+b) 
+ (CaG + a)o(A,,G + b + a)~o(PbG + b) 
(PbG+b)o (Pb G+ b) c 
=(PbG+b)o(C,,G+ P.G+ D,,G+a+6g+b) ~ 
+ (P.G+b)o(C.G+P.G+D,,G+a+6g+b)~o(C, ,G+D.G+a+6g) 
+ (P.G+b)o(C~G+D,,G+a+6g) 
=(PbG+b)o(C,,G+ P.G+ D,,G+a+6g+b) ~ 
+ (P.~G+b)o(C,,G+P,,G+DaG+a+6g+b)Co(C,,G+D.G+a+6g) 
+ (PaG + b) o (CaG + a) + (P,,G + b) o (C,,G + a) o (D t,G + 6g) 
+ (P,G+b)o(DbG+~g) 
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(D ~,sG + ag)o (D :,~:G + iig) ~ = (Ot, G +ftg) o (BbG + b + 6g) ~ 
+ (DbG+~g)o(e~G+b) 
+ (D~,G+~g)o(BbG+b+~g)Co(PaG+b) 
(CbG+ PbG+ DbG+6g+a+b)o(CbG+ P~G+ DbG+6g+a+b) c 
= (PbG+ b)o (C,,G + P , ,G+ D,,G + ~g + a + b) c 
+(P.G+b)o(C.G+ P.G+ DaG+~g+a+b)c o(C~G+ DaG+a+~g) 
+ (CaG + DbG + ~g + a)o(CoG + P,,G + D .G + ~g +a+ b) c 
= (P.G+b)o(C,,G+PaG+D,,G+~g+a+b) ~ 
+(P~G+b)o(C~G+ P,,G+ D~G+6g+a+b)Co(C,,G+ DbG+~g+a) 
+(CaG+a)o(C~G+ P,,G+ DaG+~g+a+b) ~ 
+ (DbG + ~g)o(CbG + PbG + D bG + ~g + a + 'b) ~ 
+ (CaG +a)o(C~G + P,,G + D .G + 6g + a+ b)Co(DbG + ~g). 
Finally, we arrange the numbers on the right-hand sides of the four long 
equalities above into two separate sums to see that 
(C,,G + a) o (A ,,G + b + a)" 
+ (C~G +a)o(C,,G + P.G + D aG + 6g +a + b) ~ 
+ (C.G + a) o (A ,,G + b + a)~o (PbG + b) 
+ 2 [ (P , ,G + b) o (DbG + ~g)] 
+ (P,,G+b)o(BbG+b+6g)Co(DbG+~g) 
+ (P~G+b)o(CaG+ PoG+DaG+~g+a+b)*o(C~G+D,~G+~g+a) 
+ (P .G+b)o(C.G+PQG+DoG+~g+a+b) ~ 
- 2#a ~< 2A 1-2r 
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and that 
2[(PbG + b) o (CaG + a)] 
+(PbG+b)o(C,,G+ P,,G+ D, ,G+fg+a+b)  ~ 
+(P.G+b)o(C~,G+ P,,G+ D,,G+Sg+a+b)~ o(CaG + D.G+fg+a)  
+ (P.G + b) o (C.G + a) o (D b G + 5g) 
+(DbG+fg)o(BbG+b+~g)  
+ (DbG + Sg)o(C.G + P.G + D aG + 6g + a+ b) c 
+(DbG+Sg)o(C.G+ P .G+ D.G+6g+a+b)~ o(C.G+a) 
- 2#b~2A&flo.  
The last two inequalities are true, since there is not triple or more 
overlapping of the sets of vertices corresponding to the summands. 
We have proved that 
4 
ZJ r2Yi <- 2A r2~o + 2d r2flo 9 
i= l  
Since the right-hand side of that inequality, is less than 0, we obtain what 
we have claimed. (Observe that the above argument shows that the 
automorphisms 71 (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) preserve the complexity of the covering O 
in part (iv) of this lemma.) 
It follows that at least one of the G-IV-automorphisms (C+a;a)~, 
(P+b;b)c,  (D+6g;6g)~, and (C+P+D+a+6g+b;b)6  decreases 
(G)c. 
In cach case we may slice the original peak into pairs of subpeaks, the 
reduction of each of which can be obtained from the corresponding (b) or 
(e) cases, as shown in Scheme 37. 
P2 
(6' + a; a)a 
I'2 
/ (/'9 + ~g;~g)a 
I ' 2 
(p + b; b)a 
P2 
a + b; b)e 
SCIIL~E 37 
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Case (f5): a~BG, 6r G, br and b~AG. This case is 
completely symmetric to the previous. The desired reduction is a mirror 
hnage of the reduction obtained in (f4). 
Case (f6): a(~(B+b)G, 6~.(B+b)G, b~AG, and [~AG. In this case, 
[3=(D+R+b;b)s and, for some g in G, ct=(C+P+b+Sg+a;a)s. 
We have not assumed that ,6 is not in CG in Case (12). Hence, the same 
argument as there implies that at least one of the G-W-automorphisms 
(R+b;b)e and (C+P+D+bg+b+a;a)c, decreases (F2)c. 
We obtain a reduction of the original peak from the reductions obtained 
in Cases (el) and (e2), as shown in Scheme 38. 
F2 r2  
/ (G + P + D+bg+a+b;a)a 
SCHEME 38 
Case (t7): a~BG, 6EBG, b~(A+a)G, and fi(~(A+a)G. This case is 
symmetric to the previous. 
Case (t'8): ar 6eBG, b~AG, and 5~AG. We have 
~=(C+P+b+~g+a;a)~ (gEG) and fl=(D+ R+6f +b; bs) (fEG). 
Since ,,G= bG= aG= rG= ~IG= ~jG= ~gG, it follows from part (d) in this 
proof and from Proposition 9.2, that we may assume that 
B=(D+P+iif+b;b)s. We shall prove that at least one of the G-W- 
automorphisms 7=(C+Sg+a;Sg)~ and 5=(D+6f;6f)a decreases 
(F2)e. We do it by showing that at least one of the IV-automorphisms 
~o = (ChuG + 5g + a; ~g) and 6o = (D ~jG + 6f; 6f) decreases (F2)e (Proposi- 
tion 10.5). 
It follows from Proposition 10.3 that 
Ar27o + dr2 6o= (C ~gG + Sg + a)o(C bgG + Sg + a) c-  #bg 
+ (D,-,/G + :tf)o(D,-,:G + ~f)"- #af 
First we notice that #bg= #b and that #6):= #a. By Proposition 10.1, 
we have 
(C bgG + ~g + a)o (C &G + 5g + a) c 
=(CaG+bg+a)o(C,G+ P,G+b+Dg+a) ~ 
+ (C,G+Sg+a)o(C~G+P~G+b+Sg+ayo(P,G+b) 
+ (C~G+Sg+a)o(PbG+b) 
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and 
(D,-,:G + ~f)o(D :,./G + ~f) ~ 
=(DbG+~f)o(DbG+ PbG+~f  +b) ~ 
+ (DbG + 6f)o (DbG + PbG + 6f+ b) ~ o (PbG + b) 
+ (DbG+~f)o(PoG+b). 
and 
Obviously, 
(C.G + Sg + a)o(C,,G + P.G + b+ Sg +a) ~ 
+ (C,,G + Sg +a)o(C~G + P~G + b+ ~g +a)~ o(PaG + b) 
+ (PaG + b) o (D bG + hf) 
<~(C,,G+ P,,G+b+Sg+a)o(C,~G+ P,~G+b+~g+a) c 
(D b G + ~f)o (D bG + PbG + af + b) ~ 
+ (DbG + iif)o (DbG + PbG + 6f+ b)~o (PbG + b) 
+ (PbG + b)o(C=G + l~g-~a) 
<~ (DbG + Pb G + ~f + b) o (Dba + PbG + ~f + b) c. 
It follows that Ar/to+Ar26o<.Arzao+Arzflo, whereas ao=(C+P+ 
b+[~+a;a) and f l o=(D+R+Sf+b;b)  arc the W-representatives of a 
and fl, respectively. Since the number on the right-hand side of the last 
inequality is less than 0, we conclude that at least one of Y0 and 60 
decreases (/"2)c (digression: note that the argument on the last inequality 
is the relevant point for part (iv) of the lemma: both 7o and 6o preserve 
(O) c). Hence, the same is true for the pair 7, 5 of G-IV-automorphisms. 
Now, we can find a reduction of the original peak from the corre- 
sponding reductions in Cases (bl), (e3), and (e4), as indicated in 
Scheme 39. 
i" 2 
/ (C +;g + a;-69)o 
F2 
/ (D + ~f;~f)a 
SCUEStE 39 
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Case (f9): a~BG, 6~BG, br and [~eAG. This case is 
symmetric to the preceding. 
Case (fi0): aE BG, iir (B+b)G, bEAG, and tJq~ (A +a)G. In this case, 
ct=(C+P+a+b;a)c and, for some g in G, f l=(D+R+ag+b;b)a. It 
follows from the assumptions made at the end of parts (c) and (d) of this 
proof that ag=a and R=P, so that f l=(D+P+a+b;b)a.  
By Proposition 10.5, the lt"-automorphisms ( C ,G + P ,G + a + b; a) and 
(DbG+PbG+a+b;b) form a peak at F2. Propositions 10.1 and 10.3 
imply (this requires ome work) that at least one of the W-automorphisms 
(PbG + b + a; b) and (C,G + P,G + D,G + a + b; a) decreases (/"2) c. 
Hence, the same holds for the pair of G-IV-automorphism (P + b + a; b)t; 
and (C+ P+ D+b+a;a)~. 
We use the reduction obtained in Cases (el) and (e5), as indicated in 
Scheme 40. 
P2 F2 
b;a)a 
Scm~,~fE 40 
Case (fll): aEBG, 6r b~AG, and I~eAG. In this case 
ct=(C+P+b+tJf  +a;a)6 and f l=(D+R+ag+b;b)~ (g~G), so 
that (part (d) and Proposition 9.2) we may take f l=(D+P+a+b;b)c .  
Again, we consider the W-automorphisms (C,G + PuG + ~f + a; a) and 
(DbG+PhG+a+b;b) (observe that 5fG=,G=bG). Using Proposi- 
tions 10.1 and 10.3 one may conclude (some direct calculations are 
needed) that at least one of the automorphisms (PbG+b+a;b) 
and (C~G+PaG+DaG+b+bf+a;a) decreases the complexity of /'2. 
Hence, at least one of the G-W-automorphisms (P+b+a;b)~ and 
(C + P + D + b + 5f+ a; a)~ decreases (1"2) c. 
We slice the peak, and use the reductions obtained in Cases (e4) and 
(el) as shown in Scheme 41. 
F2 1" 2 
/ (C + P + D+-6f +a+b;a)a 
SClOME 41 
45t/150,'2-16 
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Case (f12): aeBG, 6eBG, beAG, and ~r This case is 
completely symmetric to the previous case. 
Case (f13): a, 6eBG and b, 5eAG. Under the conditions of this case, 
we have ~=(C+P+bg+bg~ +a;a)e  and [ l=(D+R+6f+af~+b;b)~,  
for some g, g~,f,f~ in G. Parts (c) and (d) allow us to assume that 
a=(C+P+tSg+b+a;a)G and that [ l=(D+P+6f+a+b;b)s .  Note 
that the G-stabilizers of all a, ~, b, t~, af, 6f bg, and/Sg are equal. 
We shall show that at least one of the G-W-automorphisms 
~/= (C+ bg;/;g)s and 6 = (D + 6f; 6f)e deer.eases (/'2) c. Observe first that 
both "f and ,5 are well defined, since, for every h in D + C, hG ~-- bgG = ~yG. 
We shall show that 
Ar27o + At2 60 <<. Ar2ao + Ar,[lo, (-k) 
where "fo = ( C $gG + 5g; 5g), 6o = (D ~jG + 6f ; ~f), ao = ( C ,G + P ~G + 5g + 
b + a; a), hnd flo = (DbG + PbG + 6f+ a + b; b) are W-representatives of 
the G-W-automorphisms ),, 6, ~, and fl, respectively. 
We have 
zlr2~o + Zir~ 6 o -  #bg-  #af  
= (C~eG + 5g)o (C~6 + bg) ~ + (D~+G + ~f)o (D~+G + ~f)c 
= (C,,G + tSg)o(C,,G + P,,G + Sg + a + b) c 
+ (C,,G+$g)o(C,,G+ PQG+~g+a+b)~o(P,,G+a+b) 
+(C~G+Sg)o(PbG+a+b)+(DbG+Gf)o(DbG+ PbG+~f +b+a) c 
+(D~G+~f)o(DhG+ PbG+Gf +b+a)CO(PbG+b+a) 
+ (DbG+Gf)o(P,,G+b+a). 
We observe that the sum of the Ist, 2nd, and 6th numbers in the last 
sum is not bigger than the number 
(C,G + PoG + tSg +a+ b)o(CaG + P~G + Sg +a + b) c, 
and that the sum of the remaining three numbers is not bigger than the 
number 
(DbG+ PbG+~f +b+a)o(DbG+ PbG+~f +b+a)L 
Since #Sg= #b and #~f= #a,  the inequality (,k) follows. 
Hence, at least one of the G-W-automorphisms ), and 6 decreases (/-'2) e. 
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We then use Cases (e3) and (bl) as shown in Scheme42 to find a 
suitable reduction of the original peak. 
F2 
/ (c + g;6g)a 
r2  
SCHEME 42 
Case (f14): aG=bG. Here we have ct=(C+P+a;a)n and f l= 
(D+R+a;a)G. We may suppose (Proposition9.2 and part (d)) that 
fl= (D+ P+a; a)a. Proposition 10.5 implies that the IV-automorphisms 
r = (C,G + PuG + a; a) and flu = (D,G + PuG + a; a) form a peak at /'2. 
Propositions 10.1 and 10.3 imply (after some calculations) that at least one 
of the W-automorphisms (P~G+a;a) and (C,G+P,G+D,G+a;a)  
decreases (F2)c. Hence, the same is true for the couple of G-W- 
automorphisms (P + a; a)a and (C + P + D + a; a)o. 
We use the reduction found in (el), as shown in Scheme 43. 
F2 F2 
G 
SCIIEME 43 
This finishes part (f) and completes the proof of Lemma A. | 
12. PROOF OF LEMMA B: COUP DE GRACE 
Proof of LemmaB. Suppose F = ((Fi, vl), (F2, 02) ..... (F,,, v,,,)) 
(m > 0) is a tuple of based G-coverings of F. Let ct and fl be automorphisms 
in c~'t" such that (ct, fl, F) is a peak in GH"j. We want to find a reduction 
of that peak, which belongs to the set f#~ and such that (ii), (iii), and (iv) 
are true as well. 
Choose an element z which is not in F, and let Y be a cycle of length m 
whose edges are labelled by {z, 2}. Suppose V(Y)= {Ul,,t2 ..... u,,,}. For 
each i in { 1, 2 ..... m}, identify the vertex ui with the base vertex o,- of the 
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covering Fi. We obtain a graph F + as depicted in Scheme 44. The libels 
of the edges in F + define an immersion from F + to the wedge of (IXI ~- l)- 
many circles, labelled by the elements in the set (X+z) +-. So, F + may be 
extended (by attaching trees) to a covering (which we also denote by) F + 
of the free group F + = F(X+z). 
2 
( r i+ l )  
SCHEME 44 
) 
Embed the group G into the group Aut F + by setting (z) g=z for every 
g in G. That makes the group G a permutational subgroup of the group 
Aut F +, effecting permutations on X+z. Now, recall that the base vertices 
of the b-coverings above are fixed by the elements in G. We conclude from 
that, and from the way F + is constructed, that the covering F + is a 
G-covering of F § Extend ct and fl to ct + and fl+, respectively, via z~z .  
Clearly, ct + and fl + are automorphisms in the set ~/t';-+. 
Consider the topograph/7 + = F(Aut~ F +, if'#)-+, ffff+ ), where ff~+ is 
the set of G-coverings of F +. It is obvious from the construction that the 
slope of ~+ at F + in the topograph H + is equal to the slope of ct at F in 
the topograph GIl"b', and, similarly, the slope of fl+ at F + in /7  + is equal 
to the slope of fl at F in GH~,'. Hence, (ct+,fl +, F +) is a peak in the 
topograph H § LemmaA provides a (special) reduction p~-pf ...p+ of 
that peak. Because of part (iii) of LemmaA, the G-automorphisms 
p~- + 
, P2 ..... p,+ restrict o automorphisms p~, P2, ..., Pr belonging to the set 
ff~'r'. It follows from the construction of F § that, for every i in 
{I, 2 ..... r -1} ,  we have ((F)aplp2 ""pl)c< (F)c. It is obvious that the 
reduction P~P2 ""Pr satisfies (ii) and (iii). As for part (iv), it suffices to 
replace the b-complexity minimal tuple O from the statement of (iv), with 
the covering of F + obtained from O the same way we have constructed F + 
from F, and then to use part (iv) of Lemma A. | 
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13. A PRESENTATION FOR Auto F (G Is PERMUTATIONAL) 
Assume tfiat G effects permutations on the base X. In this section we 
gather the reducing elements we have used in the proof of Lemma A to 
obtain an explicit presentation for the group Auto F. Before we list the rela- 
tions in Auto F coming from the reducing elements found in the proof of 
Lemma A, we recall that layer-representatives of G-W-automorphisms are 
G-orbit representatives for subsets of X*; thus, for example, in the relation 
GR-8 below, this imposes that AGn CG=f~ and that a•177 
GR-I. 
GR-2. 
mutation; 
GR-3. 
GR-4. 
c~(B+b+ 
GR-5. 
(A +a;  a)~ I = (A +a;  tl)o; 
(A + a; a)a~ = or(Act + a~; azt)o, where ~x is an extended per- 
(A + a; a) o 9 (B + a; a)a = (A + B + a; a)a, if AG n BG = J~; 
(A +a;a)a.(B+b;b)a= (B+b;b)a.(A +a;a)a , if (A +a+~)G 
/ ; )G= ~;  
(A + ~ + a; a)a- (B + b; b)a = (B + b; b)a- (A + B +/; + a; a)a, 
where (A +a+6)  Gn (B+b) G= ~;  
GR-6. (A+a+b;a)o . (A+6+b;b)a=(~ h )o" (A +/; + a; a)o, 
GR-7. (B+ag+b;ag)a. (A+~+a;a)a = (A~,+B+Sg+b+ag;ag)a, 
g E G and AG n BG = (~; 
GR-8. (A + C + a + ag + b; b)a. (A + a; a)a = (A + a; a)a" (Ag + C + 
a+Og+b;b)a, g~G; 
GR-9. (A+b+h;~)a . (A+C+a+ag+b;b)a  = (Ag+C+Og+a+ 
bg; bg)o" (ag {~)a" (C + 5 + ag; ag)a, g ~ G. 
We add to this list the following set of relations: 
GR-10. The multiplication table for the (finite) group EP(X)n  
Auta F. 
Denote by ff.~ the set of relations GR-i ( i= 1, 2 .... ,10). 
THEOREM 13.1. (ff '#";ff.~) is a (finite) presentation of the group 
Auto F. 
Proof This is a consequence of Theorem 6.1. Namely, view the group 
Auto F as the stabilizer of the G-subgroup F in the group Auto F. In this 
case, the l-skeleton K j of the complex K as constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 is a wedge of circles corresponding to the elements of the set 
if"//" and the complex K is obtained from K ~ by attaching two-cells 
corresponding to the relations GR-i ( i= 1, 2 ..... 10). I 
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It may be shown that the relations GR-7, GR-8, and GR-9 follow 
from the remaining relations. When the group G is trivial, the above 
presentation (without the relations GR-7, GR-8, and GR-9) reduces to 
the presentation for the group Aut F as obtained by McCool ([10], see 
also [8]). 
14. STABILIZERS: SUMMING UP 
We recall that G is assumed to be a permutational subgroup of Aut F 
permuting the base X. 
We know that the topographs GII b ' '=F(AutcF ,  cz'-z~. , ~-o b:''') and 
GH"= F(Aut~ F, wa'//", f#c6'') are reducible (Lemma B and Lemma A', 
respectively). We shall now combine these results into a single generaliza- 
tion. 
Denote by ~(,,,.k) the direct product ~cC~'x~ (m, keZ +, not 
both 0). Consider the graph 
l ' (Auta F, ~'//:, ~:~(,,,.k)). 
Let the mixed complexi O' d (if/-' is in ~l . , . k ) ,  then (F) d is the sum of the 
based complexity of the m-tuple of based G-coverings in f '  and the 
complexity of the k-tuple of G-coverings hz /-') be its topography. 
TItEOREM 14.1. For ever)' non-negatice htteger m and k such that 
k + m > O, the topograph F(Aut~ F, ~'//", ff~.,.k)) is re&lcible, attd the 
analogues o f  (ii)-(iv) as hz Lemma A (Lemma A', Lemma B) are valid here 
as well. 
Proof  Let F=((F I ,v l ) , (F2 ,  v2),...,(Fm, v . , ) , F . ,+ , ,F . ,+2 ..... F,.+k) 
be an element in ff~,(.,.k). Follow the proof of Lemma B and construct he 
G-covering F § of the group F § Extend (by adding trees) coverings 
+ + F+. F., + ~, Fm+ 2 ..... F,,, + k to coverings F,, +, ~ ~, Fm + 2, "", F . ,  + k of Observe 
that F 7 , m <j~< m + k, are G-coverings of F +. Consider the (k + l)-tuple 
F .  = (/-'", + + F.,+ i ..... F . ,+k) 
of G-coverings of F § and apply to the peak (~+,fl+,/- ' .)  the proof of 
LemmaA'. The G-W-automorphisms in the reduction obtained there, 
restrict to G-W-automorphisms in Aut~ F (this is a consequence of part 
( i i i )  of Lemma A'), and their product is a reduction of the starting peak, 
satisfying (ii), (iii), and (iv) in this theorem. II 
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The following theorem extends and generalizes McCoors [11] and 
Gersten's [3] results on stabilizers in Aut F of certain subsets of F, as well 
as the results on stabilizers obtained in this work. 
THEORE.~t 14.2. The stabilizer hi the group Auto F of any tuple consisting 
of finitely generated G-subgroups of F and of G-conjugacy classes of finitely 
generated subgroups of F is finitely presented, aml a finite presentation can 
be effectively constructed. 
Proof It suffices to change (where necessary).the t rminology in the 
proof of Theorem 6.1. We only point out that, since Theorem 6.1 is valid 
for all positive integers m and k (not both 0), we may use the auxiliary 
tuple Z (as defined in the proof of Theorem 6.1) to the same effect. I 
COROLLARY 14.3. The stabilizer hi the group Aut F of any tuple 
consisthag of finitely generated subgroups of F and of conjugacy classes of 
finitely generated subgroups of F is finitely presented, and a finite presenta- 
tion can be effectively constructed. 
Proof Set G= 1 in Theorem 14.2. II 
When the tuple in the statement of the corollary is made of conjugacy 
classes of finitely generated subgroups of F only, then the corollary reduces 
to a result found by Gersten [3]. 
Final Note. We have seen (Section 7) that we may replace stabilizers in 
Auto F of elements of F by stabilizers of G-subgroups. On the other hand, 
it is observed in [6, Sect. 4.3] that if z is a cyclic element of F, then the 
stabilizer of z in Auto F is equal to the stabilizer in the same group of the 
G-tuple (Zg)geG and that G-tuples of cyclic elements behave as G-coverings 
of F (in the sense that Lemmas A and B, as well as the propositions in 
Sections 9 and I0 hold mutatis mutandis). Hence, we have the following 
theorem. 
TttEOREM. The stabilizer hz the group Auto F of at O, tuple consisthlg of 
elements hi F and of cyclic elements hi F is finitely presented, and a finite 
presentation can be effectively constructed. 
(The case of this theorem when the tuples are made of elements of F or 
of cyclic elements of F (but not both) and with G trivial was obtained by 
McCool in his original paper [10].) 
Moreover, because of the fact that the argument of the key lemmas 
(A and B) may be left essentially unchanged in the proofs of the last 
two theorems, one my combine lements, cyclic elements, finitely generated 
G-subgroups, and-G-conjugacy classes of finitely generated subgroups of 
the group F to glue the last 2 theorems into a single generalization. 
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